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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

THE EFFECT OF THE OIL TRADE NETWORK ON POLITICAL STABILITY
My dissertation focuses on the impact of oil trade ties and network on political instability:
democratization, civil war onset, and coups. Oil is an important resource to most states,
while a few states, especially autocratic states, can produce and export it. This implies that
the break of oil trade ties may strategically or economically damage oil-importing states
more than oil-exporting states. In the three essays of my dissertation, I argue that oil trade
ties allow oil-exporting states to resist to external pressures and encourage oil-importing
states to support important oil exporters in order to avoid losing access to a much-needed
commodity. In order to measure the effect of oil trade ties on three political instability
problems, I employ centrality indices in weighted networks of network analysis. Based on
the centrality indices, I measure the effect of oil-importing states on oil-exporters’ abilities
to resist international pressures and to obtain external support, and examine how an oilexporting state’s oil trade ties affect its three political instability phenomena:
democratization, civil war onset, and coup risk. Empirical results reveal three ways in
which an oil-exporting state’s oil trade ties might affect its political instability; an autocratic
oil-exporting state’s oil trade ties reduce external democratizing pressures and hinder
democratization; an oil-exporting state’s oil trade ties attract external prewar support for
its government, and reduce the likelihood of civil war onset when the exporter experiences
external prewar support for its government; an oil-exporting state’s oil trade ties reduce the
likelihood of coup.
KEYWORDS: Oil Trade Network, Democratization, Prewar Intervention, Civil War Onset,
Coup Risk
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1. Introduction

1.1 The Puzzle and Purpose
In 2012, the United States (U.S.) and the European Union (EU) imposed economic sanctions on Iran that
included a phased ban on oil purchases designed to prevent Iran from pursuing its illicit nuclear program.
However, because of its high level of reliance on Iranian oil, China—Iran’s largest oil customer—did not
join U.S. and European antinuclear sanctions against Iran (Wines 2012). India even tried to exploit new
economic opportunities in Iran created by the sanctions (Gladstone 2012).1 However, in 1990, many
states joined economic sanctions and the military coalition against Iraq to expel Iraqi troops from Kuwait,
although Iraq was an important oil exporter in the international oil market. This reveals that although
prior studies have focused primarily on the effect of oil on domestic actors, oil can also affect external
actors’ decisions.
In addition, prior studies have rarely explain why each oil-producing state experiences different
levels of political instability. For example, in 2010 many states in Middle East and Northern Africa
(MENA) faced the revolutionary wave, including demonstrations and protests, riots, and civil wars, called
the Arab Spring. Even the Libyan regime, which exported crude oil about 1.58 million barrel per day and
was the fifteenth oil exporter in 2010, collapsed due to Western states’ military intervention in 2011.
However, other states, such as Saudi Arabia, which exported crude oil at about 7.64 million barrel per day
and was the top oil exporter in 2010, did not seen such instability, experiencing only minor protests that
had little influence on the regime. Why did some oil-producing states in MENA face external pressures

1

India’s crude oil imports from Iran had increased to 550,000 barrels a day in January 2012, partly offsetting a
reduction by the sanction (Gladstone 2012).
1

and political instability problems, while other oil-producing states in MENA did not face them? What
made the difference among oil-producing state in the same region?
Prior studies on political instability problems in MENA have primarily focused on how resource
revenues and reserves, especially oil revenues and reserves, affect decisions of governments and
opposition groups (e.g., Ross 2001; de Soysa 2002; Fearon and Laitin 2003; Smith 2004; Humphreys
2005; Lujala, Gleditsch, and Gilmore 2005; Ulfelder 2007; Ross 2009; Haber and Menaldo 2011; Wright,
Frantz, and Geddes 2014). For example, studies on the effect of oil on democratization have argued that
oil slows democratization and bolsters authoritarian regimes. As important financial sources of the
regimes, oil revenues allow political leaders to be less concerned about public opinion, dampen
grievances, and improve the coercive capabilities of the state (e.g., Ross 2001; Smith 2004). Studies on
the effect of natural resources on the onset of civil war have argued that the exploitation of oil may
increase the likelihood of violent rebellions by generating grievances among domestic groups (Ross 2004;
Humphreys 2005), weakening state apparatuses that are required to manage domestic conflicts (Fearon
and Laitin 2003), or improving the ability of leaders to mobilize rebels (Collier and Hoeffler 1998; Ross
2004; Humphreys 2005). However, these prior studies rarely explain why some oil-producing states
(particularly in MENA) experienced regime collapse and civil war, while other states remain surprisingly
stable. Likewise, as highlighted with the Iranian and Libyan cases above, little research explains how oil
affects third parties’ decisions to intervene in oil-producing states to influence their domestic politics.
The purpose of this project is to shed light on these puzzles by expanding prior studies in three
ways. First, because prior studies have primarily focused on the effect of the existence of oil or oil
revenues on political instability, they rarely explain the effect of oil on international factors of
democratization, or suggest the effect of greedy third parties on civil war onset. Likewise, empirical
results of prior studies have not consistently supported existing arguments. I argue that because the effect
2

of oil is more complicated than what prior studies have suggested, the empirical results are not consistent.
Thus, I extend these studies by further specifying the effect of oil.
I classify the effect of oil into three categories: the effect of oil revenues, the effect of oil
reserves, and the effect of oil trade ties. Particularly, prior studies rarely focus on the effect of oil trade
ties, although the effect of oil revenues and the effect of oil reserves on political stability are likely to be
conditional on the effect of oil trade ties. The effect of oil trade ties is derived from two characteristics of
oil in the international oil market: the value of oil as a primary energy source and the exporter-favored
structure of the international oil trade market. That is, although most states need oil as a primary energy
source, a few states can produce and export quality oil to other states. Thus, oil-importing states are likely
to avoid the break of their oil trade ties because it is difficult to find alternative oil trade partners, and the
break may significantly damage their economies. This implies that oil trade ties of an oil-exporting state
can serve as either unintentional or intentional strategic tools to reduce international pressures and to
attract external support for political stability. In Chapters 2-4, I highlight this argument, and specify how
oil trade ties can affect three kinds of political instability phenomena: democratization, civil war onset,
and coup risk.
Second, in order to measure the effect of oil on democratization and civil war, prior studies have
primarily considered the amount of oil income per capita or a dichotomous variable to indicate an oilexporting state (e.g., Ross 2001; de Soysa 2002; Fearon and Laitin 2003; Smith 2004; Humphreys 2005;
Ulfelder 2007; Haber and Menaldo 2011; Ross 2013; Wright, Frantz, and Geddes 2014). However, as
stated above, these measures likely underestimate or excessively simplify the effect of oil trade ties. In
order to measure the effect of a state’s oil trade ties, I classify it into three components: the depth of a
state’s oil trade ties, the breadth of a state’s oil trade ties, and the closeness of a state’s oil trade ties. The
depth of a state’s oil trade ties is the total oil amount for a state’s oil trade ties, which captures the costs of
3

breaking an oil trade tie. The breadth of a state’s oil trade ties is a state’s number of oil trade partners,
capturing the mechanism by which an oil exporter is able to resist external democratization pressures by
using its oil trade ties as strategic tools. The closeness of oil trade ties is the level of a state’s oil trade
proximity to all other states, emphasizing the indirect role that oil trade ties can play. For example, in
2012 Russia did not export oil to Chile. Yet, Chile imported oil from the United Kingdom, which is one of
Russia’s oil importers. Although Chile does not have a direct oil trade tie with Russia, the break of the oil
trade tie between United Kingdom and Russia can affect the United Kingdom’s oil reserves and,
ultimately, its oil exports to other countries, including Chile. In order to simultaneously examine the effect
of these three components on political stability, I define the combination of three components of a state’s
oil trade ties as the “influence” of oil trade ties on the entire oil trade market, and employ closeness
centrality in weighted networks of social network analysis. The closeness centrality in weighted networks
allows us to more accurately examine the effect of a state’s oil trade ties on political stability.
Third, in this project I specify and examine how oil affects political stability with three political
instability problems: democratization, civil war onset, and coup risk. However, although numerous prior
studies on oil and political stability have dealt with the effect of oil on democratization and civil war
onset, they have rarely focused on coups d’état, which have been understood as the result of political
instability (Marinov and Goemans 2013). Coup d’état is defined as “illegal and overt attempts by the
military or other elites within the state apparatus to unseat the sitting executive” (Powell and Thyne
2011). A study on the relationship between oil and coup risk can suggest another causal relation: how oil
affects political instability. In addition, because a coup d’état is an illegal attempt that weakens political
stability, this study can also shed light on how oil affects not only legal but also illegal attempts that
weaken the political stability of oil-producing regimes. I examine the relationship between oil and coup
risk in Chapter 4.
4

In the remainder of this chapter, I review the literature that incorporates the effect of oil on
democratization, civil war onset and coups d’état. In this part, I highlight that prior studies on
democratization and civil war have suggested contrasts arguments about the effect of oil on political
stability. I argue that these contrasting arguments come about because scholars have focused primarily on
the domestic effect of oil, but rarely consider the international effect of oil. Based on this review, I
suggest how the effect of oil should be better specified and why we should focus on the effect of an oilproducing state’s oil trade ties. In addition, I explain how we can measure the effect of an oil-producing
state’s oil trade ties. Finally, I provide a preview to the theoretical argument, empirical tests, and policy
implications that are developed in the pages to come.

1.2 How Does Oil Affect Political Instability in an Oil-Producing State?
A large literature in political science has argued that oil helps perpetuate autocratic regimes and increases
the likelihood of civil war onset, which is commonly referred to as the “oil curse” (e.g., Chaudhry 1989;
Karl 1997; Ross 2001; Wantchekon 2002; Fearon and Laitin 2003; Smith 2004; Humphreys 2005;
Ulfelder 2007; Morrison 2009; Ross 2009; Basedau and Lay 2009; Aslaksen 2010; Cuaresma, Oberhofer,
and Raschky 2011; Andersen and Aslaksen 2013; Wright, Frantz, and Geddes 2014). However, the
majority of prior studies has focused on how oil influences internal factors of democratization or the onset
of civil war.
First, a large body of prior studies on the relationship between oil and democratization have
focused on the effect of oil revenues, commonly referred to as the “rentier state” effect. The rentier effect
theory is that political leaders or regimes that do not rely on domestic extraction (i.e., taxes) for the bulk
of their revenue are more likely to be autocratic (Najmabadi 1987). When oil is the main fiscal source, the
5

government becomes a distributive state rather than an extractive state because of the exceptional size of
oil revenues (Delacroix 1980). Because oil, as a state-owned asset, is likely to radically increases
government finances, oil-rich governments do not have to be concerned with societal interests to extract
their operating revenues. This is referred to as the “taxation effect” (Skocpol 1982; Najmabadi 1987;
Vandewalle 1998; Ross 2001). Oil revenues also allow for more social spending in dictatorships, which
lowers social grievances and dampens latent democratizing pressures, called the “spending effect”
(Entelis 1976; Kessler 1999). However, because world oil prices are volatile, government finances
depending on oil revenues are likely to be unstable (Ross 2013). If an oil-funded government makes
information about oil revenues known to the public, political leaders’ incompetence might be discovered.
This implies that the information about oil revenues might reduce the survivability of political leaders.
However, information about oil revenues is easily concealed because the oil industry is managed by the
relationship between host governments and foreign oil companies or by state-owned oil companies. In
autocratic states, we do not see institutions that force the government to make information about oil
revenues known to the public, making it easy for political leaders to conceal this information. In this
process, political leaders can satisfy their greed. Political leaders in oil-funded governments have a strong
incentive to remain autocratic, enabling them to maintain power and hide their incompetence and greed
from the public. Therefore, oil is likely to hinder democratization.
However, empirical results in prior studies on oil democratization have not been consistent. For
example, Dunning (2008) argued that Latin America is less likely to be affected by antidemocratic
impacts of oil revenues. Oil-producing states in Latin America, including Venezuela, Bolivia, Argentina,
Mexico, and Ecuador, are now democracies. The Latin American exception says that the rentier effect
theory does not explain all cases about the relationship between oil and democratization. Haber and
Menaldo (2011) argued that oil does not promote autocratic regimes over the long run. Their empirical
6

results suggested that oil is likely to increase the level of democracy as a resource blessing.
Second, most prior studies on the onset of civil war have focused on natural resources rather
than oil itself, and have suggested three mechanisms that show how oil and other resources influence
either governments or rebels. First, some scholars have emphasized influences of natural resource
revenues on state apparatuses (e.g., Chaudhry 1989; Humphreys 2005; Karl 1997; Ross 2001;
Wantchekon 2002; Fearon and Laitin 2003). They have argued that political leaders in a state whose
budget depends primarily on natural resource revenues tend to have weaker state apparatuses because
they rely less on “a socially intrusive and elaborate bureaucratic system” to raise tax revenues (the weak
states mechanism) (Fearon and Laitin 2003, 81). In other words, natural resource revenues allow
governments to rely less on state-society linkages and to be less responsive to their citizens (Beblawi and
Luciani 1987).
Second, part of the literature has focused on the effect of natural resources on the rebel’s side.
Arguments are generally classified into two mechanisms: the grievance mechanism and the greedy rebel
mechanism. The grievance mechanism argues that resource extraction may generate grievances among
the local population, which provides the fuel for rebel mobilization through forced migration (Ross 2004;
Humphreys 2005). For example, logging or mining firms may expropriate land from people, deprive them
of any benefits from the land, or cause environment damages, such as the extraction process in Ache and
Papua New Guinea (Gedicks 2001; Klare 2001; Switzer 2001). Labor migration in these processes causes
insufficient job opportunities in the region, social disruptions, and unjust resource wealth distribution,
such as in Sierra Leone, Nigeria, Niger, and Chad (Humphreys 2005). Also, the vulnerability of
economies depending on natural resource revenues to trade shocks and wealth redistribution might
generate grievances. These grievances then facilitate rebel mobilization.
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The greedy rebel mechanism argues that natural resources are financial sources that allow rebel
leaders to mobilize and organize to challenge government forces (Collier and Hoeffler 2004; Ross 2004;
Humphreys 2005). Rebel leaders raise money both by selling natural resources and selling “booty
futures” (Humphreys 2005; Ross 2005). That is, rebels in resource-producing regions more easily fund
the start-up costs of initiating a rebellion (Collier and Hoeffler 2004; Ross 2004). In addition, if a natural
resource is concentrated in a particular region in a state, the local population in the region may believe
that a seceding state is viable and even prosperous (Ross 2003). This implies that natural resources
increase the economic value of capturing the state or seceding.
However, despite these arguments, empirical results in prior studies have not clearly and
consistently revealed that natural resources increase the likelihood of civil war onset. While Collier and
Hoeffler (1998, 2004, 2006) and Hegre (2002) showed that higher natural resource revenues are likely to
cause civil war outbreak using the ratio of primary exports to GDP, Elbadawi and Sambanis (2002)
revealed weak or no effect of natural resource revenues with the same measurement. In order to clarify
their effect on onset of civil war, Snyder and Bhavnani (2005) and Lujala et al. (2005) classified natural
resources into two concepts: lootable (resources that have low economic barriers to entry and can be
profitably exploited by small-scale artisans), such as secondary diamonds, and non-lootable (resources
that require large amounts of capital and technology to exploit), such as oil. The high entry barrier of nonlootable resources allows the government to establish monopoly control over them. However, lootable
resources are likely to be mined by other types of domestic actors, such as rebels or illegal minors,
because of the low-level entry barrier. The difference between lootable and non-lootable resources implies
that lootable resources may provide opportunities that rebel leaders use to mobilize rebels as financial
sources, although non-lootable resources rarely influence rebel mobilization. Their empirical results
supported this argument, revealing that lootable resources increase the likelihood of civil war onset, while
8

non-lootable resources reduce it. However, they do little explain why non-lootable resources, including
oil, may reduce the likelihood of civil war.
Finally, although a large literature on the oil curse theory has focused on democratization and
onset of civil war, scholars have rarely dealt with coups d’état. Generally, coups d’état as an illegal
attempt have been understood as the result of political instability (Marinov and Goemans 2013). This
implies that if oil may affect a state’s political stability, oil should affect coup risk as well as
democratization and civil war onset.

1.3 Oil Trade Ties, External Actors and Political Stability
Most oil-producing states obtain oil revenues from oil exports to other states. However, their oil
trade ties might be their intentional or unintentional strategic tools to reduce international pressures or to
attract external support. This is due to two characteristics of the international oil trade market: its
exporter-favored structure and the importance of oil as a primary energy source. First, in the international
oil trade market, although most states in the world try to import oil, few states can produce and export
quality oil. For example, in 2010, although 210 states in the world consumed oil at least one thousand
barrel per day, only 115 states could produce oil at least one thousand barrel per day.2 In 2010, for
example, only five states produced 50 percent of the total world oil supply. This implies that many states
depend on oil imports and a few main oil producers significantly affect the international oil trade market.
Second, in most states, oil is a primary energy source. In 2010, the oil energy consumption of the world
was 42 percent of the total energy consumption (International Energy Agency 2014a). This implies that

2

All data come from U.S. Energy Information Administration (http://www.eia.gov/countries/data.cfm#undefined).
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stable oil supply is an important factor of the world’s economy. These two characteristics of the
international oil trade market imply that oil-importing states have few alternative oil-exporting states,
compared to oil-exporting states, and the break of the importers’ oil trade ties may cause higher costs to
the oil-importing states compared to oil-exporting states. In order to avoid the costs from the break of an
oil trade tie, oil-importing states are apt to support the political stability of oil-exporting states, and are
less likely to impose pressures on oil-exporting states because of policy conflict derived from the
expected costs of the break of their oil trade ties.
In order to specify the effect of an oil-exporting state’s oil trade ties on external actors and its
political stability, I decompose the effect of oil trade ties into three components: depth, breadth, and
closeness.3 The depth of oil trade ties captures the costs of breaking an oil trade ties. When the expected
economic costs generated by an oil-importing state’s policy decision to give pressures to an oil-exporting
state are higher than the expected political benefits of the policy decision, we would expect little pressure.
In other words, even if an oil-exporting state exports oil to many other powers, if the oil-exporting state
does not export a substantial amount of oil to them, its oil trade ties would not create policy conflict in the
oil-exporting state.
The breadth of oil trade ties is a state’s number of oil trade partners. This captures the
mechanism by which an oil-exporting state can resist external pressures and attract external support by
using its oil trade ties as strategic tools. As the oil exporter exports oil to more states, more external actors
are likely to experience policy conflict generated by the expected costs from the break of its oil trade ties,
and are sensitive to political stability of the oil-exporting state. This implies that the exporter is more

3

These three components (breadth, depth, and closeness) are similar to Kinne’s (2012) measures for trade
integration. Instead of capturing these general trade patterns, however, I use these measures to capture an exporter’s
ability to resist external pressures and attract external support due to the export-favored structure of the oil market
and the importance of oil as a primary energy source.
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likely to experience weaker external pressures and obtain external support from more states. This should
increase the level of the exporter’s political stability.
The closeness of oil trade ties captures the level of a state’s oil trade proximity to all other states,
including states that it does not trade oil with directly. This emphasizes the indirect role that oil trade ties
can play in external actors’ policy decisions and an oil-exporting state’s political stability. Thus, if oil
trade ties of an oil-exporting state can directly or indirectly affect more states in the international oil trade
market, the oil-exporting state can generate policy conflict in more states and make more states support
the exporter. This might help political stability of the oil exporter. In this project, the effect of an oilexporting state’s oil trade ties on political stability is measured by the combination of these three
components. I will more specifically explain these three components of oil trade ties with technical terms
in Chapter 2.

1.4 What to Expect
This project is divided into three main sections. In Chapter 2, I develop a theory of how an autocratic oilexporting state’s oil trade ties affect the likelihood of democratization. I highlight that although prior
studies have argued that external pressures are important determinants of democratization, few have
focused on how oil affects these external pressures. I argue that oil trade ties with democratic oil
importers allow autocratic oil exporters to resist external pressures and, ultimately, hinder
democratization. This is because the economic and strategic importance of oil and the limited number of
oil exporters increase the potential costs of breaking oil trade ties among democratic oil importers,
limiting their abilities spread democracy. In order to analyze this, I classify external democratizing
pressures into two groups: direct forces from democratic great powers and indirect transplantation. Direct
11

forces from democratic great powers are military, economic, or diplomatic interventions of democratic
great powers that are meant to liberalize institutions of an autocratic regime. For example, Western states
tried to force Kenya and Mozambique to liberalize, and to block stolen elections in Serbia and Ukraine
(Levitsky and Way 2010). Also, Western states have tried to punish political abuse of autocratic states by
imposing economic sanctions and reducing foreign aid, or through diplomatic pressures like United
Nations resolutions (Levitsky and Way 2010). Indirect transplantation focuses on the process by which
citizens in autocratic regimes learn and become familiar with democratic norms and institutions via
political, economic, and social ties. For example, citizens in autocratic regimes can “learn” democracy
when they watch Western movies or work with people from democratic states. Also, international
cooperation in democratic-led alliances, treaties, and international organizations provide opportunities for
political leaders, officers, or soldiers to experience democratic systems. These processes may strengthen
domestic democratizing pressures as more citizens in autocratic regimes are educated about democratic
systems (Sanborn and Thyne 2014).
An autocratic oil-exporting state’s oil trade ties are likely to reduce direct forces from democratic
great powers. There are two reasons. First, the economic costs of democratic great powers’ policies to
democratize autocratic oil exporters are generally high because of the international oil trade market
structure and the importance of oil. If the democratic great powers’ policies to democratize autocratic oil
exporters cause political instability problems that can cause the decrease in oil-producing and oilexporting, the democratic great powers should bear both costs of the policies to democratize and
economic costs from the break of the autocratic oil exporters’ oil trade ties. In addition, Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) founded by autocratic oil-producing states to unify and
coordinate their oil policies, the trend that autocratic oil-producing states try to nationalize their oil
industries, and the difficulty to increase the amount of oil production or decrease oil consumption in the
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short term are likely to increase costs from the break of oil trade ties in the international oil trade market.
The expected high costs from the break of oil trade ties may discourage democratic great powers to try to
liberalize autocratic oil-exporting states.
Second, oil trade ties of an autocratic oil-exporting state reduce the political costs that would
otherwise be incurred due to external democratization pressures. Generally, external pressures like
economic sanctions will work only if they generate substantial political costs for the leaders of target
states, such as the loss of political power following the pressure (Marinov 2005). Although most pressures
may generate political costs in the short term, the costs generally decrease in the long term because of
adjustment of political and economic structures (Dizaji and van Bergeijk 2013). Furthermore, because of
the structure of the international oil trade market, autocratic oil-exporting states can easily find alternative
oil-importing states, primarily non-democratic countries with big economies, and the new oil trade ties
can compensate for the loss from democratic great powers’ pressures in the long term. In sum, oil trade
ties of autocratic oil exporters are apt to deflate the effect of direct democratization pressures.
In addition, oil trade ties, not like other kinds of trade ties, are less likely to be a path of
democratic norms and cultures due to two unique characteristics of the oil market. First, oil exploration
and production rely primarily on capital needed for expensive equipment and technologies of highincome states rather than labor forces (Yergin 1991). This implies that oil trade ties allow a limited
number of people to be involved in the oil trade process, which lessens the likelihood that this type of
trade will allow people in non-democratic states to experience democratic norms and institutions. Second,
unlike other kinds of manufacturing industries, oil industries are less likely to facilitate the development
of other local industries (Ross 2013). Manufacturing industries generally buy goods from other
companies to produce their products, and these activities facilitate the development of other industries.
However, because oil industries rely on expensive equipment that tends to be produced in high-income
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states, oil industries rarely affect other industries, and are less likely to produce paths of democratic norms
and institutions. Therefore, oil industries of autocratic regimes tend to produce less and restrain paths by
which citizens learn about democracy. In sum, because oil trade ties of an autocratic oil-exporting state
are likely to reduce two kinds of external democratizing pressures, direct forces from democratic great
powers and indirect transplantation, oil trade ties of an autocratic oil-exporting state may hinder
democratization.
In Chapter 3, I suggest that an oil-exporting state’s oil trade ties attract external support for the
government side to prevent the onset of civil war. Prior studies on the relationship between oil and the
onset of civil war argue that oil increases the likelihood of civil war by either improving rebel leaders’
financial capability to mobilize or by weakening state apparatuses. However, it is not clear why some
states have not experienced civil wars despite the effect of oil. This chapter advances a theory of oil trade
ties, prewar intervention, and civil war onset. Because of the importance of oil and the structure of the
international oil trade market, the costs of breaking an oil trade tie are greater for oil importers vis-à-vis
oil exporters. This gives oil exporters leverage over oil importers, which encourages the latter to support
oil exporters who have political instability problems. This is because the onset of civil conflict in
exporting states threatens oil trade ties, and oil importers can expect to bear significant costs for such a
break. Given this, I hypothesize that oil trade ties will increase the likelihood of prewar intervention in
exporting states to support the government.
In addition, I argue that although third parties try to support for the government side of an oilexporting state prior to the onset of civil war, this does not mean that prewar intervention generated by an
oil-exporting state’s oil trade ties reduce the likelihood of civil war onset. This is because war is costly
(Fearon 1995), and the government side and the rebel side of the oil-exporting state try to avoid civil war
onset by finding a mutually-agreeable bargaining point regardless of the distribution of power between
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them. Thus, when preferences of third parties are obvious (i.e., presented via costly signals), interveners
change the range of the bargaining area between both sides, but do not affect the likelihood of civil war
onset (Cetinyan 2002; Thyne 2009). However, oil trade ties can cause two information problems that can
make disagreement over the likely outcome of war and make civil war a rational option (Walter 2009).
First, oil-exporting states, especially autocratic oil-exporting states, try to conceal information about oil
wealth from the public (Ross 2013). If the public knows the information about oil wealth, it may engender
grievances about the unequal distribution of oil wealth or the government’s incompetence related with oil
industry management. However, oil-exporting states more easily collude to conceal their transactions of
their oil industries and to hide both their revenues and expenditures because oil industries are generally
managed by national oil companies or by the relationship between governments and international oil
companies. This implies that rebels are less likely to have complete information about their government’s
oil industries and, thus, the likelihood of external support for the government caused by its oil trade ties.
If the rebel side underestimates the likelihood of external support for the government caused by its oil
trade ties because of incomplete information, it would be difficult to find a mutually-agreeable bargaining
point.
Second, even if the rebel side of an oil-exporting state has perfect information about the
exporter’s oil wealth, the exporter’s oil trade ties might cause the outbreak of civil war. Generally, a
decision of a third party to intervene depends on intervention costs and expected benefits from the
intervention. Although costs of prewar intervention are generally lower than costs of intervention in
ongoing civil war, as strategic actors third parties choose prewar intervention when expected payoffs of
the prewar intervention can be maximized. This implies that oil trade ties might not be credible signals
from external actors. That is, although the break of an oil trade tie is likely to generate higher costs to an
oil-importing state and, thus, the oil importer tries to avoid the break, the oil trade tie would not be a
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credible signal from the importer to the exporter if the oil importer has numerous alternative oil trade
partners, relies less on the oil trade tie with the oil exporter, or oil itself than other energy sources. Also,
because this information is usually private information of the oil importer, an oil-exporting state’s
government and rebel sides might miscalculate the likelihood of oil-importing states’ support for the
government side. In sum, if the rebel side of an oil-importing state has little information about its
government side’s oil trade ties or both sides differently expect the likelihood of its trade partners’ support
for the government side generated by the oil trade ties (especially if the rebel side underestimates the
likelihood of the external support for the government side), oil trade ties, as less credible signals, might
cause information problems and failure to find a mutually-agreeable bargaining point.
However, support for the government side from an oil-importing state can make its oil trade ties
serve as credible signals. If an oil-importing state already supports the government side of an oilexporting state to resolve the exporter’s political instability problem, the exporter’s government and rebel
sides would be certain that the oil importer expects that exit costs of its oil trade tie with the exporter are
higher than costs of support for the government side.
Chapter 4 suggests that, in order to avoid economic costs generated by the break of oil trade ties,
oil-importing states are likely to be concerned about domestic politics of an oil-exporting state and give
supportive signals to its government. These supportive signals to the government of an oil-exporting state
are likely to reduce coup plotters’ expected probability of a coup success and their disposition to intervene
with the possibility that oil-importing states can intervene to overthrow the new government established
by a coup to stabilize domestic politics of the oil-exporting state and their oil trade ties. Thus, an oilexporting state’s oil trade ties are likely to reduce the likelihood of coup.
In addition, the effect of an oil-exporting state’s oil trade ties on coup risk interacts with the
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effect of oil reserves on coup risk. Specifically, I argue that the effect of oil reserves can be reduced by oil
trade ties. One of causal explanations for the effect of oil reserves on coup risk is that third parties, who
do not import oil from an oil-exporting state, are likely to intervene in domestic politics of the oil exporter
to benefit from its oil reserves. However, if a state exports oil to numerous states and is an important
exporter in the international oil trade market, third party intervention in domestic politics of the state to
benefit from its oil reserves would be deterred by its oil trade partners, who want to protect their current
benefits from their oil trade ties with the exporter. This implies that the increase in the effect of a state’s
oil trade ties in the international oil trade market is likely to make more defenders who protect the state
from greedy third party intervention and, thus, decreases coup risk by reducing the likelihood of hostile
signals to the government of the state.
In the final chapter, I conclude the analytical part of this project, and suggest academic and
policy implications. First, I highlight that the effect of oil on political stability phenomena, including
democratization, civil war, and a coup d’état, is more complicated than what prior studies on
democratization and civil war have dealt with. Especially, oil significantly affects international factors of
political stability. The exporter-favored structure of the international oil trade market and the importance
of oil make the break of an oil trade generate more costs to an oil-importing state than to an oil-exporting
state. This characteristic of an oil trade tie allows an oil-exporting state to use its oil trade ties as strategic
tool to reduce international pressures and attract external support.
Second, this project implies that the effect of trade ties on conflict might be more complicated.
In a large literature, some prior studies have argued that trade ties lead to a more peaceful world (Gartzke,
Li, and Boehmer 2001; Polachek 1997; Russett and Oneal 2001), although a contradictory body of
research has suggested that trade ties generate more conflictual behavior between states (Barbieri 1996).
Although Crescenzi (2003) argued the relationship between economic interdependence and conflict is
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conditional both on the ability of states to alter or forgo their economic ties and the issues at stake in their
political discourse, he measured exit costs with trade share and price elasticity. However, this project
suggests that what products a state export to and/or import from other states is also important to determine
exit costs. As I argued above, the structure of the international oil market and the importance of oil
increase the ability to an oil-exporting state to resist international pressures and attract external support.
However, if a state exports strategically less important products, such as toys, to other states, the state
would not obtain any ability from its trade ties. This implies that, in order to analyze the effect of
economic interdependence on conflict, we should focus on more specific trade ties that a state has and the
effect of economic interdependence is more complicated that prior studies have dealt with.
Third, this project reveals that energy policies are related to international relations. The ability of
an oil-exporting state to resist international pressures and attract external support is derived from the
exporter-favored structure of the international oil market and the importance of oil as a primary energy
source. This implies that the decrease in the world’s energy reliance on oil is likely to reduce an autocratic
oil-exporting state’s ability to stabilize its domestic politics and hinder democratization. That is,
renewable energy development policies help not only to reduce environmental problems, but to also
facilitate democratization in autocratic oil-exporting states, especially states in Middle East and North
Africa.
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2. The Oil Trade Network and Democratization

2.1 The Puzzle and Purpose
A large literature in political science argues that oil revenues help perpetuate autocratic regimes (e.g.,
Ross 2001; Smith 2004; Ulfelder 2007; Morrison 2009; Ross 2009; Basedau and Lay 2009; Aslaksen
2010; Cuaresma, Oberhofer, and Raschky 2011; Andersen and Aslaksen 2013; Wright, Frantz, and
Geddes 2014). These studies have primarily suggested the rentier effect that oil revenues allow political
leaders to be less concerned with societal interests by reducing their reliance on taxes (Skocpol 1982;
Najmabadi 1987; Vandewalle 1998) and allow for more social spending to lower social grievances and
dampen latent democratizing pressures (Entelis 1976; Kessler 1999). That is, these studies focus primarily
on how oil influences domestic democratizing pressures. However, especially in the post-Cold War
period, scholars have recognized that external pressure plays a prominent role in democratization trends
(Huntington 1990; Linz and Stepan 1996; Gleditsch and Ward 2006; Levitsky and Way 2010; Boix 2011).
This implies that a deeper understanding of the relationship between oil and external democratizing
pressures is warranted.
In order to analyze influences of oil on external democratizing pressures, I focus on oil trade ties
of autocracies. I argue that autocratic oil-exporting states may intentionally or unintentionally use their oil
trade ties as strategic tools. This is due to the exporter-favored international oil market structure, where
most states in the world need oil, but only a few states can export it. Because many of the largest oil
exporters are autocratic regimes while most of the world’s oil importers are democracies, understanding
influences of autocratic regimes’ oil trade ties can help explain how some states resist external
democratization pressures. For example, in 2012 the United States (U.S.) and the European Union (EU)
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imposed economic sanctions on Iran that included a phased ban on oil purchases designed to prevent Iran
from pursuing its illicit nuclear program. However, because of its high level of reliance on Iranian oil,
China—Iran’s largest oil customer—did not joined the U.S. and European antinuclear sanctions against
Iran (Wines 2012). India even tried to exploit new economic opportunities in Iran created by the sanctions
(Gladstone 2012). This case shows that dependence on a state’s oil may reduce the success of external
pressures to influence its domestic policies.
The main purpose of this research is to move beyond the rentier effect in suggesting another
mechanism that explains the relationship between oil and regime types. In order to measure the influence
of oil trade relations on external democratizing pressures, I employ a social network approach, focusing
on the concept of network centrality. In network research, centrality indices indicate the level of each
state’s influence on the international oil trade network and each state’s ability to reduce external pressures.
The centrality indices capture three components of oil trade ties: the depth of oil trade ties (the total oil
amount for a state’s oil trade ties), the breadth of states’ oil trade ties (a state’s number of oil trade
partners), and the closeness of oil trade ties (the level of a state’s oil trade proximity to all other states).
Each component specifies how oil trade ties hinder democratization. The main findings support the idea
that oil hinders democracy by reducing both domestic and external democratizing pressures.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the first section, a brief review of the
literature on oil and democracy reveals that previous studies have focused predominantly on how oil
influences democratization of exporter states internally, paying little attention to the way autocratic oilexporting states have been able to resist external democratizing pressures from the West. In the second
section, I develop a theoretical framework to study the relationship between external democratizing
pressures and oil trade ties. The third section explains the oil trade network, and examines how oil trade
ties of autocratic exporters hinder democratization. In the final section, I discuss the implications and
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limitation of the results.

2.2 The Rentier State Effect and Democratization
A large body of prior studies works on the relationship between oil and democratization has focused on
the effect of oil revenues, called as the rentier state effect.4 The rentier effect theory argues that political
leaders or regimes that do not rely on domestic extraction (i.e., taxes) for the bulk of their revenue are
more likely to be autocratic (Najmabadi 1987). When oil is main revenue sources, the government would
be a distributive state rather than an extractive state because of the exceptional size of oil revenues from
state assets (Delacroix 1980). Because oil radically increases government finances, oil-rich governments
do not have to be concerned with societal interests to extract their operating revenues. This is referred to
as the “taxation effect” (Skocpol 1982; Najmabadi 1987; Vandewalle 1998; Ross 2001). Oil revenues also
allow for more social spending in dictatorships, which lowers social grievances and dampens latent
democratizing pressures, called as the “spending effect” (Entelis 1976; Kessler 1999). However, because
world oil prices are volatile, government finances depending on oil revenues are likely to be unstable
(Ross 2013). If governments make information about oil revenues known to the public, therefore, political
leaders’ incompetence might be discovered. However, information about oil revenues is easily concealed
because the oil industry is managed by the relationship between host governments and foreign oil
companies or by state-owned oil companies. In autocratic states, we do not see institutions that force the
government to make information about oil revenues known to the public, making it easy for political
leaders to conceal this information. In this process, political leaders can satisfy their greed. This implies
that political leaders in oil-funded governments have a strong incentive to remain autocratic, enabling

4

Ross (2001) suggested three mechanisms that oil hinders democracy: rentier effect, repression effect, and
modernization effect. However, recent studies have argued that empirical results do not support repression and
modernization mechanisms (e.g., Ross 2009). Thus, I discuss only the rentier state effect in this part as a main
mechanism of how oil influences domestic democratizing pressures.
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them to maintain power and hide their incompetence and greed from the public.
However, some prior studies have suggested that oil revenues do not have significant influences
on democracy. For example, Dunning (2008) argued that Latin America is less likely to be affected by
antidemocratic impacts of oil revenues. Oil-producing states in Latin America, including Venezuela,
Bolivia, Argentina, Mexico, and Ecuador, are now democracies. The Latin American exception says that
the rentier effect theory does not explain all cases about the relationship between oil and democratization.
Haber and Menaldo (2011) argued that oil does not promote autocratic regimes over the long run. Their
empirical results suggested that oil is likely to increase the level of democracy as a resource blessing.
I argue that the reason empirical results of some prior studies do not support the oil-curse theory
is that prior studies on the relationship oil and democracy have provided an insufficient focus on external
democratizing pressures. A large number of studies, especially in the post-Cold War period, show that
democratic transition process is affected by both domestic and external democratizing pressure (e.g., Linz
and Stepan 1996; Gleditsch and Ward 2006). In order to examine influences of oil on democracy more
thoroughly, therefore, its influence on external democratizing pressures should be considered. In the next
part, I review past work on external democratizing pressures, and explain how oil may reduce these
pressures.

2.3 External Democratizing Pressures
The worldwide democratization phenomena after the Cold War compelled scholars to focus on the
international dimension of democratization. 5 The external forces of democratization come from the

5

See Huntington (1990), Linz and Stepan (1996), Gleditsch (2002), Levitsky and Way (2010), and Boix (2011).
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intervention of democratic great powers in the domestic politics of small states (Boix 2011), or political,
economic, or social interactions with democracies (Levitsky and Way 2010). Prior studies have argued
that external forces explain why the proportion of democracies rose to two-thirds in the post-Cold War
era, and why external democratizing pressures should be considered in studies of democracy (e.g.,
Gleditsch and Ward 2006; Boix 2011).
Generally, external democratizing pressures can be classified into two forces: direct forces and
indirect transplantation.6 First, direct forces are military, economic, or diplomatic interventions of
democratic great powers that are meant to liberalize institutions of an autocratic regime. For example,
Western states tried to force Kenya and Mozambique to liberalize, and to block stolen elections in Serbia
and Ukraine (Levitsky and Way 2010). Also, Western states have tried to punish political abuse of
autocratic states by imposing economic sanctions and reducing foreign aid or through diplomatic
pressures like United Nations resolutions (Levitsky and Way 2010). Second, indirect transplantation
focuses on the process by which citizens in autocratic regimes learn and become familiar with democratic
norms and institutions via political, economic, and social ties. For example, citizens in autocratic regimes
can “learn” democracy when they watch Western movies or work with people from democratic states.
Also, international cooperation in democratic-led alliances, treaties, and international organizations
provide opportunities for political leaders, officers, or soldiers to experience democratic systems. These
processes may strengthen domestic democratizing pressures as more citizens in autocratic regimes are
educated about democratic systems (Sanborn and Thyne 2014).

6

This classification is based on Levitsky and Way’s (2010) characterization of external democratizing pressures.
They classified these pressures as Western leverage (autocratic regimes’ ability to avoid Western action to punish
abuse or encourage them to liberalize political institutions) and Western linkage (the interdependent networks that
connect individual polities, economies, and societies to Western democratic communities). However, their research
focuses on competitive authoritarianism. In order to avoid possible confusions about this, I use the terms “direct
forces” and “indirect transplantation.”
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2.4 The Impact of Oil on External Democratizing Pressures
In order to analyze impacts of oil on the two types of external democratizing pressures, I focus on both oil
trade ties and the characteristics of oil industries. I argue that oil trade ties of autocratic oil-exporting
states reduce direct forces from democratic great powers, while characteristics of oil industries hinder the
ability of oil trade ties to function as indirect transplantation paths of democratic norms and institutions.
2.4.1 Oil and Direct Forces from Democratic Great Powers
Oil trade ties of an autocratic oil exporter may hinder the policy decisions of democratic great
powers by creating conflict between the great powers’ economic and foreign policy goals. This is due to
two main reasons. First, the economic costs of democratic great powers’ policies to democratize
autocratic oil exporters are generally high because of the international oil trade market structure and the
inelasticity of oil prices. In most states, oil is a primary energy source. For example, the oil fuel share of
total final energy consumption in 2012 was 40.7 percent (International Energy Agency 2014b). However,
in the international oil trade market, only a few states can produce and export a large amount of quality oil
to other states. Thus, we see many alternative oil importers in the oil trade market, but few alternative
exporters. This implies that costs from the break of oil trade ties are higher to oil-importing states than to
oil-exporting states. For example, when oil trade ties of an autocratic oil exporter with democratic great
powers are broken, non-democratic oil importers like China can be alternative trade partners. However, it
is much more difficult for democratic oil importers to find an alternative oil exporter in the international
oil market. Compounding this, important autocratic oil-exporting states founded Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) to unify and coordinate their oil policies, and nationalized oil
industries. These policies allowed them to substantially impact the international oil market. Finally, oil
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prices are inelastic because it is difficult to increase the amount of oil production or decrease oil
consumption in the short term. If the ability of an oil-exporting state to produce and export oil decreases
because of pressures from democratic great powers, the great powers will likely bear high economic costs
incurred by the skyrocketing international oil price. For example, in 1979 the decreased ability of Iran to
produce oil generated by Iranian Revolution increased the price of crude oil from 15.85 to 39.50 dollars
per barrel (British Petroleum 2014).
Second, oil trade ties of an autocratic oil-exporting state reduce the political costs that would
otherwise be incurred due to external democratization pressures. Generally, external pressures like
economic sanctions will work only if they generate substantial political costs for the leaders of target
states, such as the loss of political power following the pressure (Marinov 2005). Although most pressures
may generate political costs in the short term, the costs generally decrease in the long term because of
adjustment of political and economic structures (Dizaji and van Bergeijk 2013). Furthermore, because of
the structure of the international oil trade market, autocratic oil-exporting states can easily find alternative
oil-importing states, primarily non-democratic countries with big economies, and the new oil trade ties
can compensate for the loss from democratic great powers’ pressures in the long term. For example, even
if an autocratic oil-exporting state suffers from economic sanctions, revenues from the alternative oil
trade ties allow that its government can invest money in domestic markets to change its economic
structure to reduce losses from the sanctions and stabilize political status of its leaders.
In sum, oil trade ties of autocratic oil exporters are apt to deflate the effect of direct
democratization pressures in two ways. First, by increasing economic costs that democratic great powers
bear when they enact policies to democratize autocratic oil exporters, autocratic oil exporters should see
less external pressure to democratize in the first place. Second, oil allows autocratic exporters to reduce
political costs generated by external democratizing pressures. These forces thereby reduce the first main
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external democratizing mechanism: direct forces from democratic great powers.
2.4.2 Oil and Indirect Transplantation
Trade ties of autocratic regimes with democratic states serve as paths by which democratic
norms and cultures are transmitted (Levitsky and Way 2010). International trade processes allow citizens
in autocratic regimes to meet people from democratic states, experience democratic norms and cultures
via communication with them, and, sometimes, to become familiarized with democratic institutions.
These processes may provide the basis of domestic democratizing pressures by educating citizens in
autocratic regimes about democracy (Sanborn and Thyne 2014). However, oil trade ties are less likely to
be a path of democratic norms and cultures due to two unique characteristics of the oil market.
First, oil exploration and production rely primarily on capital needed for expensive equipment
and technologies of high-income states rather than labor forces (Yergin 1991). This implies that oil trade
ties allow a limited number of people to be involved in the oil trade process, which lessens the likelihood
that this type of trade will allow people in non-democratic states to experience democratic norms and
institutions. Second, unlike other kinds of manufacturing industries, oil industries are less likely to
facilitate the development of other local industries (Ross 2013). Manufacturing industries generally buy
goods from other companies to produce their products, and these activities facilitate the development of
other industries. For example, because car or air industries require many parts to produce their final
products, they are likely to develop industries of car or aircraft parts. In addition, because those industries
are labor-intensive industries and, thus, generally hire many people who can be service consumers, the
industries are also likely to develop service industries. This process allows more citizens to be involved in
production processes and broadens international trade processes. However, because oil industries rely on
expensive equipment that tends to be produced in high-income states, oil industries rarely affect other
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industries, and are less likely to produce paths of democratic norms and institutions. Furthermore, oil
industries hinder the development of manufacturing and agricultural industries by drawing labor and
capital away from those two kinds of industries and by raising the real exchange rate and lowering prices
of imported goods, referred to as the “Dutch Disease” (Ross 2013). Taken together, oil industries of
autocratic regimes tend to produce less and restrain paths by which citizens learn about democracy.
2.4.3 Hypotheses
In order to specify precise hypotheses about the influence of oil trade ties on democratization, I
decompose the effect of oil trade ties into three components. These include: depth, breadth, and closeness
of trade ties. 7 I illustrate these three components with two contrasting scenarios presented in Table 2-1.
First, the depth of an oil trade tie captures the total oil amount of an exporter’s oil trade ties. As
illustrated in Table 2-1, for example, if State A exports a total of 40 metric tons of oil to two states, while
State B exports a total of 30 metric tons to five states. The key issue that depth captures, therefore, is costs
of breaking an oil trade tie. When the expected economic costs generated by a democratic importers
policy decision to democratize an autocratic oil exporter are higher than the expected political benefits of
the policy decision, we would expect little pressure to democratize. In other words, even if an autocratic
oil exporter exports oil to many democratic great powers, if the autocratic oil exporter does not export a
substantial amount of oil to them, its oil trade ties would not create policy conflict in the democratic great
powers. Thus, the depth of an autocratic state’s oil trade ties should be considered. This expectation yields
the first hypothesis:

7

These three components (breadth, depth, and closeness) are similar to Kinne’s (2012) measures for trade
integration. Instead of capturing these general trade patterns, however, I use these measures to capture an exporter’s
ability to resist external democratizing pressures due to the export-favored structure of the oil market.
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Table 2-1. Hypotheses (H1-H4) and Centrality Indices
State A (SA)

State B (SB)

( ≠ )

=
H1: As Depth↑,
Democratization↓

SA: 10 + 30 = 40

SB: 5 + 5 + 5 + 7 + 8 = 30
Depth: SA > SB
∴ P(Democratization): SA < SB
()=

H2: As Breadth↑,
Democratization↓

H3: As Closeness↑,
Democratization↓

1
n−1

SA: {1/(6-1)}×2 = 0.4

SB: {1/(6-1)}×5 = 1
Breadth: SA < SB
∴ P(Democratization): SA > SB
d (i, j) = min(aih + … + ahj)

( ) = (n − 1)

d( , )

( ≠ )

SA: (6-1)×(1+1+2+2+2)-1 = 0.625 SB: (6-1)×(1+1+1+1+1)-1 = 1
Closeness: SA < SB
∴ P(Democratization): SA > SB
( , ) = min

()=
H4: As Oil Trade Influences↑,
Democratization↓

( ≠ )

1

+ ⋯+

(, )

1

( ≠ )

SA: {1/100.5+1/300.5+(1/100.5+
SB: (1/50.5+1/50.5+1/50.5+1/80.5+
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
1/10 )+(1/30 +1/20 )+(1/30
1/70.5)-1 = 0.48
0.5 -1
+1/10 )} = 0.49
Weighted Closeness: SA > SB
∴ P(Democratization): SA < SB

Note: The state number of oil trade networks including either State A or State B is six. In the oil trade networks, the
black node is either State A or State B, and gray nodes are its oil trade partners. Thick arrows are State A’s or State
B’s direct oil trade ties, and thin arrows are State A’s or State B’s indirect oil trade ties. All formulas in this table are
explained in Research Design. In the H4 formula, the tuning parameter, α, is equal to 0.5.
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H1: As the depth of an autocratic regime’s oil trade ties increases, the likelihood of democratization in the
autocratic exporter should decrease.
Second, the breadth of oil trade ties is a state’s number of oil trade partners. This captures the
mechanism by which an oil exporter is able to resist external democratization pressures by using its oil
trade ties as strategic tools. As the autocratic oil exporter exports oil to more states, it is increasingly
likely that policy preferences among the importing states will diverge. These divergent preferences are
likely to hinder democratic great powers’ abilities to democratize the exporter, thus hindering the
likelihood of that the autocratic exporter will democratize. In Table 2-1, for example, State A exports oil
to two states and State B exports to five states. Regardless of their oil export amount, State A is more
likely to democratize than State B because State B can resist pressures from the five oil trade partners,
while state A can resist pressure from the two oil trade partners. This leads to the second hypothesis:
H2: As the breadth of an autocratic state’s oil trade ties increases, the likelihood of democratization for
the autocratic exporter should decrease.
Third, the closeness of oil trade ties captures the level of a state’s oil trade proximity to all other
states, including states that it does not trade oil with directly. This measure emphasizes the indirect role
that oil trade ties can play in the democratization process. For example, in 2012 Russia did not export oil
to Chile. Yet, Chile imported oil from the United Kingdom, which is one of Russia’s oil importers.
Although Chile does not have a direct oil trade tie with Russia, the break of the oil trade tie between
United Kingdom and Russia can affect the United Kingdom’s oil reserves and, ultimately, its oil exports
to other countries, including Chile. In Table 2-1, for example, State A exports oil to two states, and three
other states have indirect linkages. Meanwhile, State B exports oil to five states that have no indirect
linkages. In this scenario, although both states have five total linkages, three of State A’s links are indirect
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and are therefore downgraded in the closeness calculation.8 Because State B has a higher final score for
closeness centrality, it should be more able to resist external democratizing pressures. Thus, if an
autocratic oil exporter can directly or indirectly affect more states in the international oil trade market, its
oil trade ties can more easily affect more states’ economies. This should increase the likelihood of policy
conflict among democratization-minded importers. This expectation yields the third hypothesis:
H3: As the closeness of an autocratic regime’s oil trade ties increases, the likelihood of democratization
in the autocratic exporter should decrease.
However, because these three hypotheses focus on one of oil trade ties’ components, their tests
may ignore variation in other components. In order to simultaneously examine their influences on
democratization, a state’s oil trade ties should be considered as combinations of the three components. I
define the combination of three components of a state’s oil trade ties as the “influence” of oil trade ties on
the entire oil trade market. If oil trade ties of an autocratic oil exporter have a higher influence on the
entire oil trade market, the exporter is more likely to create policy conflict among democratic great
powers that may have divergent democratization preferences. In Table 2-1, for example, we see that the
final calculation for influence captures the total export output (depth), the total number of importers
(breadth), and factors in whether or not the tie is direct or indirect (closeness). In the final calculations, we
see that the influence of State A on the oil trade network (0.49) is higher than the influence of State B
(0.48). Thus, State A should be less likely to democratize than State B. This expectation yields the fourth
hypothesis:
H4: As the level of influence of an autocratic regime’s oil trade ties on the entire oil trade market

8

Unlike the calculation for breadth, which disregards indirect linkages, note that State A’s score for closeness
centrality (0.625) is higher than its score for breadth (0.4) because closeness centrality includes indirect ties into the
calculation.
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increases, the likelihood of democratization in the autocratic regime should decrease.
Table 2-2. Hypotheses (H5-H7) and Centrality Indices
State A (SA)

( , ) = min

State B (SB)

1
(

()=

H5: As Oil Trade Partners↑,
Democratization↑

SA: {1/(30/3)0.5}-1 = 3.16

/

(ℎ))

+ ⋯+

(, )

1
(

/

( ))

( ≠ )

SB: {1/(30/2)0.5}-1 = 3.87

Closeness-Indegree: SA < SB
∴ P(Democratization): SA > SB
1
1
( , ) = min
+⋯+
( × )
(
× )
( )=

H6: As Oil Reliance↑,
Democratization↓

(, )

( ≠ )

SA: {1/(30×0.5)0.5}-1 = 3.87
SB: {1/(30×0.3)0.5}-1 = 3
Closeness-Reliance: SA > SB
∴ P(Democratization): SA < SB
1
1
( , ) = min
+ ⋯+
( / )
( / )
()=

H7: As Democracy Level↑,
Democratization↑

SA: {1/(30/10)0.5}-1 = 1.73

(, )

( ≠ )

SB: {1/(30/1)0.5}-1 = 5.48

Closeness-Polity: SA < SB
∴ P(Democratization): SA > SB
Note: In figures, the black node is either State A or State B, and gray nodes are its oil trade partners. Thick arrows are
State A’s or State B’s direct oil trade ties, and thin arrows are State A’s or State B’s indirect oil trade ties. All formulas
in this table are explained in the Research Design section of the paper. In the H4 formula, the tuning parameter, α, is
equal to 0.5.
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Thus far, the discussion has focused on the exporter in the oil trade market. However, there are
three factors of oil importers that can affect the influence of a state’s oil trade ties on democratization. The
first factor is the number of oil importers in the oil trade market. Although the oil trade market has the
exporter-favored structure as explained above, major oil importers can affect the market similar to the
international markets of other products. That is, if a state imports oil from many states, the break of an oil
trade tie with a single importer should affect its oil reserves only minimally. This implies that oil
importers with more oil trade ties can reduce the influence of an autocratic exporter’s oil trade ties on
democratization because its oil trade ties are less likely to create policy conflict among the oil importers.
In Table 2-2, for example, even if State A and State B have a single oil trade partner and export
30 metric tons of oil to it, the importer may be able to secure oil from more than one state. State A’s
partner imports oil from three states total, for example, and State B’s partner imports oil from two states.
This means that State A’s importer has more leverage over it than State B’s importer because State A’s
importer can secure oil from two other sources. In contrast, State B’s partner has only one alternative
source of oil, so a break in its tie with State B is likely to be costly. Seeking to avoid this break, State B’s
partner should be unlikely to create policy conflict by challenging state B’s domestic politics. This
expectation yields the fifth hypothesis:
H5: As the number of oil trade ties of an autocratic oil exporter’s trade partners decreases, the likelihood
of democratization in the autocratic regime should decrease.
The second factor of oil importers is the level of the reliance on oil as an energy source. That is,
if an oil importer relies on other kinds of resources as primary energy sources, such as coal or alternative
energy, the break of the importers’ oil trade tie would damage its economy little. This implies that an
autocratic state’s oil trade ties are less likely to create policy conflict among oil importers that rely less on
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oil compared to importers that use oil as a primary energy source. In Table 2-2, for example, if the oil
reliance of State A’s oil trade partner is fifty percent and the oil reliance of State B’s oil trade partner is
thirty percent, State A is less likely to democratize than State B. This is because costs caused by the break
of the oil trade tie with State A should be higher than costs caused by the break of oil trade tie with State
B. This expectation yields the sixth hypothesis:
H6: As the level of the reliance of an autocratic oil exporter’s trade partners on oil increases, the
likelihood of democratization in the autocratic regime should decrease.
The last factor of oil importers is their democracy level. While the six previous hypotheses
focused on the influence of oil trade ties on direct forces from democratic great powers or on policy
conflict in the democracies, the democracy level of oil importers is related to the influence of oil trade ties
on indirect transplantation. Although I assume that oil trade ties do not serve as paths of democratic norms
and institutions because of the characteristics of oil industries, the possibility of oil trade ties as paths of
democratic norms and institutions should be considered. In order to examine this, I assume that an oil
trade tie of an autocratic exporter with a democratic importer with the higher democracy level can be a
path that can convey democratic norms and institutions. For example, people from Western states more
easily influence citizens in an autocratic oil exporter about democratic norms and cultures because they
are more familiar with them compared to people from states with lower democracy levels. In Table 2-2, if
State A exports oil to a state whose polity score is ten and State B exports oil to a state whose polity score
is one, State A is more likely to democratize than State B because citizens in State A may have more
chances to meet democratic norms and cultures through oil trade ties than citizens in State B. This
expectation yields the final hypothesis:
H7: As the democracy level of an autocratic oil exporter’s trade partners decreases, the likelihood of
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democratization in the autocratic regime should decrease.

2.5 Research Design
The general expectation of this study is that democratization is less likely to occur if autocratic regimes
export oil to democratic great powers. The unit of analysis to test of this study is the duration of
authoritarianism measured yearly for all autocratic states from 1986 to 2008. This study examines
democratization using the dichotomous democracy-autocracy measure developed by Przeworski et al.
(2000), and updated by Cheibub, Gandhi, and Vreeland (2010). These scholars define a regime as a
democracy if it meets all of the following four conditions: the chief executive must be elected; the
legislature must be elected; there are at least two parties competing in elections; and at least one
incumbent has been defeated under electoral rules. This measure takes the value one in the year that a
country experiences the transition from autocracy to democracy, and “zero” otherwise. I refer to this
measure as Democratization. This dataset covers all 70 countries that were under autocratic rule for at
least one year between 1986 and 2008.
In order to examine the impact of oil trade ties upon democratization, I employ a hazard model
that allows us to predict the likelihood that an event (democratization in this case) has ended in each time
period, given that it has survived to that time period. Although past scholars have generally used the
fixed-effects logit model to test the relationship between oil revenues and regime transitions (e.g., Haber
and Menaldo 2011; Wright, Frantz, and Geddes 2014), they also argue that hazards models are alternative
approaches that may do a better job dealing with unit heterogeneity and autocorrelation. Because I do not
have expectations regarding the shape of the baseline hazard, I employ a Cox model in the analysis. The
results presented in Table 2-3 are coefficients of Cox model, which identify the effect of each independent
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variable on democratization when controlling for all other variables in the model. In other words, the
results show the influence of the independent variables on the underlying baseline hazards. Positive
values indicate that the variable decreases the duration of authoritarian regime survival, while negative
values indicate a lengthened duration. Standard errors are clustered by country to account for potential
unobserved state-level heterogeneity.
2.5.1 Oil Trade Ties and Network Centrality
In order to capture the influence of three components of a state’s oil trade ties (depth, breadth, and
closeness) on democratization, I employ network analysis, specifically closeness centrality in weighted
networks. In network analysis, a network consists of a set of nodes (e.g., people, institutions, states)
connected by a set of edges (e.g., friendship, alliance, trade) (Maoz 2009). Thus, the international oil trade
market is a network comprised of states (nodes) and their oil trade relations (edges). The network is
formally represented as an n×n adjacency matrix where matrix entries xij indicate a tie between node i and
node j. Because oil export is more influential in the international oil market than oil import, oil trade ties
are directed, or xij ≠ xji. Network ties may be dichotomous, such that xij = 1 if a tie exists and xij = 0
otherwise. Or, they may be weighted, such that xij takes on some value indicating both the presence and
the strength of the tie from i to j. I define a dichotomized oil trade tie from i to j as its presence, and a
weighted oil trade tie from i to j as metric tons of oil that state i exports to state j. The oil trade ties are
estimated by numerous oil trade datasets (see Online Appendix A). For a given year, the oil trade network
is represented as adjacency matrix X, which captures the totality of the trade network and indicates who
trades oil with whom and at what levels. Based on these data, the oil trade network consists of 163
independent states and their oil trade ties with other states. Figure 2-1 is a sociogram of the oil trade
network in 2008 that reveals the structure and flows of oil trade ties. In Figure 2-1, a node is a country,
and an arrow is an oil trade tie indicating the direction of oil trade from an exporter to an importer.
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Figure 2-1. The Structure of the Oil Trade Network in 2011.

Note: This figure describes the structure of the oil network. Each square indicates each state in the oil network, and
each arrow is each oil trade relation between two countries. The direction of each arrow indicates the flow of each
oil trade relation from an exporter to an importer. However, squares and arrows do not indicate geographical
characteristics.

This study focuses on actor centrality, a network property associated with power and prestige of
each node in a network (Maoz et al. 2007). Generally, substantive interpretation of centrality depends on
the substance of the network. The arguments of the previous section suggest that an oil trade tie may be
the source of an oil-exporting state’s ability to affect its trade partners’ policy decision and, ultimately, to
resist their external democratizing pressures. That is, a central actor may easily create policy conflict
among its trade partners and resist pressure. There are multiple measures of centrality. I employ two
centrality indices in dichotomous networks, degree and closeness centrality, and a centrality index in
weighted networks, weighted closeness centrality (Opsahl, Agneessens, and Skvoretz 2010). While the
first two centrality indices measure one of oil trade ties’ three components, breadth and the closeness, the
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weighted closeness centrality measures is a combination of all three components. These indices were
presented earlier in Table 2-1. I provide additional clarification here.
First, the depth of a state’s oil trade ties is to sum the value of a state’s oil trade ties,

( ≠ )

=

(1)

where xij denotes entries of the weighted oil trade network, Xw. As I stated above, because the value of an
oil trade tie is defined as the amount (metric tons) of oil that a state exports to other states, Vi is the total
amount of oil that state i exports. I refer its natural log as Oil Export (log). This measurement estimates
the depth of a state’s oil trade ties to test the first hypothesis (H1).
Second, degree centrality captures the total number of a state’s oil trade partners in the
dichotomized oil trade network, XD, where xd,ij = 1 if i trades oil with j and equals zero otherwise.
Because an oil trade network, X, has different size for each year of data, degree centrality is divided by
the maximum possible number of ties for a given node of a network to normalize and compare it across
networks. The normalized degree centrality (

()=

) is calculated by the following formula:

1
n−1

( ≠ )

(2)

where aij is the oil trade tie between states i and j (aij = 1 if i trades with j and 0 otherwise), and n is the
number of states in the oil network. As stated above, because oil trade ties are directed, degree centrality
is classified into two indices: out-degree centrality (the number of oil export ties) and in-degree centrality
(the number of oil import ties). However, because I focus on the ability of oil-exporting states to resist
external democratizing pressures, I use only out-degree centrality and refer it as Degree centrality. This
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centrality index is used to estimate the breadth of a state’s oil trade ties (H2).
Third, closeness centrality identifies the sum of geodesic distances from a node to all others,
defined as number of links in the shortest path between two nodes (Borgatti 2005). For example, if two
states are immediately connected with each other, their geodesic distance is one. If the geodesic distance
between state a and another state b is two, state a exports (or imports) oil to (or from) state c and the state
c exports (or imports) oil to (or from) state b. The geodesic distance between i and j is calculated by the
following formula:
d (i, j) = min(aih + … + ahj)

(3)

where, h are intermediary nodes on paths between node i and j. Closeness centrality also should be
normalized by the maximum possible closeness centrality (the closeness centrality of a node who has
immediate ties to all others) to compare across networks. I use the following formula:

( ) = (n − 1)

d( , )

( ≠ )

(4)

where d(ni, nj) is the distance between states i and j. Because oil trade ties in the oil trade network are
directed, I use only out-closeness centrality to estimate the ability of oil-exporting states to resist external
democratizing pressures. I refer it as Closeness centrality. This centrality index is the measurement used
to estimate the closeness of a state’s oil trade ties and to test the third hypothesis (H3).
Fourth, the geodesic distance calculation of the classical definition of closeness centrality using
number of intermediate nodes as defined in equation (2) may mislead results, because heavy oil trade
flows can suggest a higher level of indirect interdependence. Opsahl, Agneessens, and Skvoretz (2010)
suggest that closeness centrality in weighted networks that have three aspects of ties (breadth, depth, and
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closeness) can be captured through the use of a tuning parameter, α, that weights the shortest paths by
strength of oil trade ties. They define the geodesic distance between i and j as

( , ) = min

1

+ ⋯+

1

(5)

where, as before, h represents intermediate nodes. In equation (5), the value of α must be determined by
theory (Kinne 2012). If α = 0, dw(i, j) is equal to the minimum number of nodes between i and j, as the
classical geodesic distance calculation from equation (2). As the value of α increases, stronger ties are
more weighted, such that stronger ties are assumed to constitute shorter paths. In other words, the increase
in the value of α favors stronger over weaker paths (Kinne 2012). Based on equation (5), Opsahl,
Agneessens, and Skvoretz (2010) define closeness centrality in weighted networks as

( )=

(, )

( ≠ ).

(6)

Because oil trade ties in the oil trade network are directed, I use only out-closeness centrality in weighted
networks to estimate the ability of oil-exporting states to resist external democratizing pressures. To
balance breadth and depth of ties, I set α at 0.5.9 I refer to this measure as Weighted Closeness. This
centrality index is the measure used to estimate the closeness of a state’s oil trade ties and test the fourth
hypothesis (H4). Figure 2-2 illustrates oil trade centrality levels across the world for the year 2008.

9

When α > 1, the impact of additional intermediary nodes is relatively unimportant compared to the depth of ties
and paths with more intermediaries, which is inconsistent with the logic of oil trade relationships. Also, while the
depth of ties is ignored (Ccw(i) = Cc(i)) when α = 0, the breadth of ties is ignored α = 1. Because of these
characteristics of α, Kinne (2012) also set α = 0.5 to capture the degree of trade integration.
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Figure 2-2. The Pattern between Centralities and Democracy in Autocratic Oil exporters.

Weighted Closeness=0 (N=94)
Weighted Closeness=(0, 5] (N=23)
Weighted Closeness=(5, 10] (N=20)
Weighted Closeness=(10, 15] (N=9)
Weighted Closeness>15 (N=15)

Note: Darker shading indicates greater oil trade centrality. Centrality scores calculated using Ccw for directed
weighted networks (α = 0.5). Based on data from year 2008.

In order to test the remaining hypotheses, I employ additional measures capturing other kinds of
depth of ties. First, in the fifth hypothesis, if an autocratic regime exports oil to a democratic regime that
has more alternative oil trade ties, the trade tie would be less important and the likelihood that the
autocratic exporter uses the trade tie as a strategic tool would decrease. This implies that a trade partner’s
in-degree centrality should be considered as the part of the depth of oil trade ties. In order to calculate
this, I define the geodesic distance between i and j as

( , ) = min

1
(

/

(ℎ))

+⋯+

1
(

/

( ))

(7)

where CD(j) is j’s in-degree centrality as defined in equation (1). Based on equation (7), closeness
centrality in weighted networks including trade partners’ in-degree centrality is calculated by the
following formula:
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( )=

(, )

( ≠ ).

(8)

I refer to this measure as Closeness-Indegree. This centrality index is the measurement to estimate the
closeness of a state’s oil trade ties and test the fifth hypothesis (H5).
Second, if the energy consumption of a trade partner of an autocratic oil exporter relies less on
oil, the break of the oil trade tie between them would not cause high costs to the trade partner (H6). This
implies that the level of oil reliance of oil importers may affect the likelihood that an oil exporter uses its
oil trade tie as a strategic tool. In order to calculate this, I measure the oil reliance of each state using
IEA’s Energy Balance Flows, and define the geodesic distance between i and j as

( , ) = min

(

1
×

)

+ ⋯+

(

1
× )

(9)

where rj is j’s reliance on oil.10 Based on equation (9), closeness centrality in weighted networks
including trade partners’ reliance on oil is calculated by the following formula:

()=

(, )

( ≠ ).

(10)

I refer to this measure as Closeness-Reliance.
Finally, although an oil trade tie is not theoretically a path of democratic norms or cultures, this
possibility should be tested. If an oil trade ties can be a path of democratic norms or cultures, an
autocratic oil exporter can be exposed to democratic norms and cultures when they export oil to a state

10

The oil reliance of each country is calculated by the ratio of oil production and oil imports to the entire energy
consumption, using IEA’s Energy Balance Flows (International Energy Agency 2014a).
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with a higher level of democracy. Because I assume that oil trade ties between autocracies do not affect
their democracy levels, only oil trade ties of an autocratic oil exporter with democracies are weighted. For
example, if an autocratic regime exports oil to China, an autocratic oil importer, this trade tie would be
weighted as zero. If an autocratic regime exports to Canada, a regime with the highest democracy level,
this trade tie would be weighted as the trade volume of the tie multiplied by Canada’s democracy level.
The democracy level is measured by using the Polity 2 score of the Polity IV dataset (Marshall and Jagger
2008). Formally, the geodesic distance between i and j including democracy levels is

( , ) = min

(

1
+⋯+
/ )
(

1
/ )

(11)

where pj is equal to j’s Polity 2 score if j’s Polity 2 score is higher than one and pj is equal to one
otherwise. Based on equation (11), closeness centrality in weighted networks including trade partners’
democracy level is calculated by the following formula:

()=

(, )

( ≠ ).

(12)

I refer it as Closeness-Polity. This centrality index is the measurement used to estimate the closeness of a
state’s oil trade ties and test the seventh hypothesis (H7).11
2.5.2 Control Variables
The most important control variable for this study, Oil Income per capita, captures the influence of oil
revenues on domestic democratizing pressures. Ross (2013) and Haber and Menaldo (2011) used oil
income per capita to measure the influence of oil revenues on domestic democratizing pressures, but their

11

Centrality scores calculated with tnet package (Opsahl 2009) in R 3.1 (R development Core Team 2014).
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measurements are different. While Ross (2013) measured oil income per capita as the total value of oil
and gas production divided by a country’s population, Haber and Menaldo (2011) measured it as the total
value of crude oil production divided by population multiplied by the real world price. I argue that gas
production should be excluded from oil income per capita because of the difference in which natural gas
and oil are exported. Specifically, there are two ways to export gas: pipeline natural gas (PNG) and
liquefied natural gas (LNG). Although PNG is a cheaper way to export gas than LNG, PNG can be
restricted by geographical factors, such as distances or political conflict. Thus, while European states,
Central Asian states, and Middle East and North African states generally import and export PNG, states in
other regions, including North American and East Asian states, import and export LNG (Stern 2006).
However, producing and exporting LNG requires technology from high-income states, which are the main
consumers of natural gas. This means that gas export depends more on importers than oil export and
natural gas rents may be much lower than oil rents. As a result, I measure Oil Income per capita as the
total value of crude oil production (metric tons), divided by population, multiplied by the real world price,
and expressed in 2013 dollars.
Several variables considered in past studies are also included as control variables. The second
control variable is GDP/capita, which measures the natural log of GDP per capita based on data from
Gleditsch (2002b). Most prior studies on democratization have revealed that higher income is likely to
facilitate democratization (e.g., Boix and Stokes 2003). The third control variable is Post-Cold War,
which is a dummy variable that takes the value “1” if a year is in the period from 1991 and the value “0”
otherwise. Boix (2011) argued that the international system governed by a democratic hegemon, such as
the post-Cold War period, is likely to increase the proportion of liberal democracies. Also, although prior
studies have included a measure of neighboring country democratic transitions in the prior year to control
the diffusion effect of democratization (Haber and Menaldo 2011; Wright, Frantz, and Geddes 2014), this
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is a part of external democratizing pressures (Linz and Stepan 1996). Because the democratization
diffusion in the third wave of democracy nearly coincided with the start of the post-Cold War period, the
variable Post-Cold War can control these two possibilities. The fourth control variable is Civil War, a
dummy variable (lagged one year) from the Correlates of War (COW) Intra-State War Dataset (Sarkees
and Wayman 2010). This variable allows us to avoid conflating the effects of oil caused by conflict.

2.6 Results
I begin by examining the influence of centrality indices on democratization in Table 2-3. All models can
be interpreted similarly with positive coefficients indicating that democratization becomes more likely as
the independent variable increases. In Table 2-3, the dependent variable is Democratization. Each model
in Table 2-3 includes one independent variable and the control variables to examine each hypothesis.
The negative and statistically significant coefficients of independent variables in Models 1-7 in
Table 2-3 provide initial support for the general expectations for oil trade ties of autocratic oil exporters.
The indices in Table 2-3 give us a basic understanding of how oil trade ties of autocratic oil exporters
reduce external democratizing pressures and their likelihood of democratization. Also, in substantive
terms, the influence of oil trade ties on democratization is considerable. In Models 1-7, the hazard of
democratization decreases by about 20 percent if a state experiences one score increase in Degree
Centrality, and decreases by about 9 percent if a state experiences one score increase in Weighted
Closeness. However, Oil Export and Closeness Centrality are not statistically significant in Model 1 and
in Model 3. This implies that the depth and closeness of oil trade ties is less likely to affect
democratization of autocratic oil exporters than the breadth of oil trade ties. That is, an autocratic oil
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exporter is likely to hinder democratization if the exporter exports oil to more states rather than to export
more oil to states or to important oil importers in the oil trade market.
In Models 5-7, the hazard of democratization also decreases by about 9 percent if a state
experiences one score increase in Closeness-Polity, Closeness-Reliance, or Closeness-Indegree. This
implies that the ability of an autocratic oil exporter to resist external democratizing pressures is affected
by characteristics of its oil trade partners. For example, if an autocratic state exports oil to a more
democratic state, a state that relies less on oil, or a state that imports oil from more states, the exporter’s
ability to resist external democratizing pressures would be lowered.
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Figure 2-3. Predicted Survival Functions for Model 4
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Table 2-3. Oil Trade Network Centrality and Democratization, 1986-2008.
Model 1
Model 2
Model 3
Model 4
(H1)
(H2)
(H3)
(H4)
Oil Export (log)
-0.001
(0.0001)
Degree Centrality
-0.211**
(0.096)
Closeness Centrality
-8.621
(5.498)
Weighted Closeness
-0.087*
(0.050)
Closeness-Polity

Model 5
(H5)

Model 6
(H6)

-0.081*
(0.044)

Closeness-Reliance

-0.100*
(0.056)

Closeness-Indegree
Oil Income per capita
(log)
GDP/capita (log)
Post-Cold War
Civil War

N
NStates
NDemocratization
Wald chi2

Model 7
(H7)

-0.144*
(0.085)
0.413*
(0.219)
-0.422
(1.147)
-0.416
(1.034)

-0.086
(0.088)
0.394*
(0.217)
-0.614
(1.139)
-0.383
(1.077)

-0.096
(0.089)
0.345
(0.221)
-1.260
(1.541)
-0.382
(1.064)

-0.100
(0.089)
0.394*
(0.221)
-0.539
(1.162)
-0.351
(1.049)

-0.102
(0.088)
0.394*
(0.221)
-0.520
(1.152)
-0.359
(1.036)

-0.095
(0.088)
0.403*
(0.221)
-0.560
(1.159)
-0.357
(1.057)

-0.095*
(0.052)
-0.098
(0.088)
0.400*
(0.222)
-0.536
(1.155)
-0.347
(1.052)

932
61
18
10.45*

932
61
18
15.00**

932
61
18
12.03**

932
61
18
11.78**

932
61
18
12.26**

932
61
18
12.00**

932
61
18
11.82**

*p<.10, **p<.05, ***p<.01 (two-tailed).
a
Cell entries report coefficients and cluster-corrected standard errors (in parentheses) from Cox regressions.
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In order to clarify the influence of oil trade ties on democratization, Figures 2-3 provides a
graphical interpretation of the main results from Model 4. This figure demonstrates how the predicted
survival changes compared to a baseline scenario when all covariates are held constant at their means (for
continuous measures) and modes (for dichotomous measures).12 In Figure 2-3, for the baseline
prediction, we see that 75 percent of autocratic regimes are not democratized after 20 years. When an
autocratic regime has “15” Weighted Closeness in the oil network, such as Venezuela, we see that the
increase in Weighted Closeness improves the probability that autocratic regimes are not democratized
after 20 years to 90 percent. If an autocratic regime has “50” Weighted Closeness, such as Saudi Arabia,
its survival probability will be 99 percent after 20 years. This result reveals that the higher levels of
Weighted Closeness in the oil network substantially reduce the likelihood of democratization.
Regarding the control variables, we see results that coefficients of control variables are
supportive of previous analyses. First, in Models 1-7, increase in Oil Income per capita (log) reduces the
likelihood of democratization. This result supports empirical results of previous studies (e.g., Smith 2004;
Morrison 2009; Ross 2009; Aslaksen 2010). In Figure 2-3, when oil income per capita of an autocratic
regime is about 430 dollars, such as Russia, we see that the increase in Oil Income per capita (log)
improves the probability that autocratic regimes are not democratized after 20 years to 78 percent. In
addition, in Models 1-7, increases in GDP/capita (log) improves the likelihood of democratization. This
result is supportive of prior analyses (e.g., Przeworski and Limongi 1997; Boix and Stokes 2003).
However, in Models 1-7, all control variables except GDP/capita (log) are not statistically significant.
This result might be derived from the number of democratization cases. That is, the oil trade dataset
includes cases from 1986, while the dichotomous democracy-autocracy measure includes cases to 2008.

12

The baseline scenario is a state with “3.5” Weighted Closeness, about 1 dollar oil Income per capita, about two
thousand dollars GDP per capita, the Post-cold War period, and non-civil war period.
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Thus, Models 1-7 with four control variables examine the period from 1986 to 2008 that include 18
democratization cases. This might affect statistical significance of control variables.

2.7 Robustness
We should consider several issues to assure the robustness of the primary findings, including the
dependent variable and the sample. Prior studies have generally tested influences of oil on the level of
democracy as a main model or a robustness check. Although the statistical analysis using the level of
democracy does not distinguish between the impact of oil on autocratic states and its impact on
democracies, it is still useful to include as a robustness check (Ross 2009). Thus, I use the Polity 2 score
(Marshall and Jagger 2008).13 The Polity 2 score represents a country’s democracy score minus its
autocracy score, the 21-point scale. I refer to this measure as Polity. The Polity IV data cover 170 states,
both autocratic and democratic, that were sovereign in the year 2000 and had populations greater than
200,000. Empirical models using the Polity IV data include 2363 country-years. To test the influence of
oil trade ties with this dependent variable, I use a linear regression model with panel-corrected standard
errors. Although prior studies have tested similar measures with fixed-effects models (e.g., Haber and
Menaldo 2011), the fixed-effects model has two shortcomings (Wilson and Butler 2007): time-invariant
variables cannot be included in the model; and slowly moving variables, or sluggish variables, would
have high standard errors because the variables might be highly correlated with the fixed effects (Beck
2001). Because the level of democracy or influences of oil trade ties changes little over time and the oil
trade dataset includes a relatively short time span (1986-2012), the fixed effects model might
underestimate the influence of each variable. In order to avoid this possibility and reduce serial

13

The Polity 2 score is an index of the competitiveness of political participation, the openness and competitiveness
of executive recruitment, and the constraints on the chief executive that is coded for every country in the world from
1800 onwards.
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correlation and the unit heterogeneity problem, I use the linear regression model with panel-corrected
standard errors, specifically the first-order autocorrelation structure.

Table 2-4. The Oil Trade Network Centrality and the Level of Democracy, 1986-2012.
Model 8
Model 9
Model 10
Model 11
Weighted Closeness

-0.064***
(0.017)

Closeness-Polity

-0.055***
(0.015)

Closeness-Reliance

-0.082***
(0.018)

Closeness-Indegree
Oil Income per capita
(log)
GDP/capita (log)
Post-Cold War
Civil War
Constant

N
R-squared
NStates
Wald chi2

-0.246***
(0.075)
2.043***
(0.212)
0.760**
(0.366)
-0.395*
(0.204)
-15.405***
(2.055)

-0.257***
(0.075)
2.042***
(0.212)
0.759**
(0.367)
-0.398*
(0.204)
-15.397***
(2.050)

-0.237***
(0.075)
2.072***
(0.212)
0.763**
(0.365)
-0.398*
(0.205)
-15.631***
(2.049)

-0.035**
(0.014)
-0.268***
(0.076)
2.009***
(0.215)
0.748**
(0.367)
-0.398*
(0.204)
-15.172***
(2.083)

2,285
0.036
106
115.3***

2,285
0.037
106
115.6***

2,285
0.038
106
122.3***

2,285
0.032
106
102.2***

*p<.10, **p<.05, ***p<.01 (two-tailed).
a
Cell entries report coefficients and cluster-corrected standard errors (in parentheses) from linear regressions
with panel-corrected standard errors.

I provide results of robustness checks in Table 2-4. Each model in Table 2-4 includes one
independent variable and the control variables. All models can be interpreted similarly with positive
coefficients indicating that an increase in the independent variable increases the level of democracy.
The negative and statistically significant coefficients of independent variables in Models 8-11 in
Table 2-4 reveal that oil trade ties of an autocratic oil exporter decreases the level of democracy. This
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result is similar with initial support for the general expectations for the effect of oil trade ties on the level
of democracy. In substantive terms, the influence of oil trade ties is considerable. In Models 8-11, as a
state experiences one score increase in the centrality indices, the level of democracy decreases by about
0.07 or about 0.04 score. This implies that oil trade ties might decrease the level of democracy both in
autocracies and in democracies. This result also reveals that the influence of a state’s oil trade ties on the
level of democracy may decrease if the state exports oil to a more democratic state, a state that relies less
on oil, or a state that imports oil from more states.
Regarding the control variables, in Models 8-11, increase in Oil Income per capita (log) reduces
the level of democracy. This result does not support empirical results of previous studies (e.g., Dunning
2008; Haber and Menaldo 2011) that oil revenues are not associated with autocratic regimes or they
increase the level of democracy as a resource blessing. This result reveals that if we control for the
influence of oil trade ties on external democratizing pressures, oil revenues are likely to decrease the level
of democracy. In addition, in Models 8-11, increase in GDP/capita (log) and the post-Cold War improves
the level of democratization. These results are supportive of prior analyses (e.g., Przeworski and Limongi
1997; Boix 2011).

2.8 Conclusion
This paper explores the influence of oil on external democratizing pressure. The influence of oil on
external democratizing forces has been relatively neglected in the research on the relationship between oil
and democratization. I argue that oil trade ties of autocratic oil-exporting states with democratic importers
are likely to improve the ability of the autocratic exporters to resist external democratizing pressures. In
order to analyze these influences, I decompose oil trade ties into three components, depth, breadth, and
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closeness, and estimate how these factors influence democratization with network analysis, specifically
centrality indices.
The empirical results provide two implications for the oil curse literature. First, when we analyze
the influences of oil on democratization, both domestic and external democratizing pressures should be
considered. The results reveal that oil trade ties of an autocratic oil exporter hinder democratization.
Specifically, if an autocratic state exports oil to more states or is able to more strongly affect all states in
the international oil market, it will be more likely to avoid democratization. In addition, characteristics of
oil importers may affect the ability of an autocratic exporter’s oil trade ties to resist democratization. If an
autocratic state exports oil to more democratic states or states that import oil from more states, the ability
of oil trade ties to resist external democratizing pressures is reduced. However, if an autocratic state
exports oil to states with a high reliance on oil, the ability of oil trade ties increases. The robustness
checks also reveal that these results are applicable to the level of democracy.
Second, the empirical results support arguments of prior studies on democracy. Higher oil
revenues hinder democratization or reduce the level of democracy. This implies that oil revenues are
likely to dampen domestic democratizing pressures. In addition, higher GDP/capita levels and the postCold War period facilitates democratization and increases the level of democracy.
However, this study has a limitation. In order to measure influences of autocratic oil exporters on
external democratizing pressures, I use the dyadic oil trade data from several sources (See Online
Appendix A). Because main importers in the international oil trade market open data about their oil trade
ties, the data that this study uses include most parts of all oil trade ties. However, as discussed in the
review of prior studies, most autocratic oil-exporting states try to avoid open oil trade data (Ross 2013).
Thus, the oil trade dataset of this study does not perfectly cover all oil trade ties, especially oil trade ties
between autocracies. In addition to this, the oil trade dataset covers the period from 1986 to the current
period. Because democratization phenomena have occurred for over a century, this dataset cannot reveal
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the long term trend of democratization. It seems that this also affects the statistical significance of control
variables in Models 1-7 and hinders the analysis of the Latin America exception with influences of oil
trade ties on external democratizing pressures. Despite these limitations, this study provides a solid first
step to better understanding influences of oil on external democratizing pressures.

Copyright© Jungmoo Woo 2015
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3. Oil Exit Costs, Prior Intervention and the Onset of Civil War

3.1 The Puzzle and Purpose
In 2010, many states in Middle East and Northern Africa (MENA) faced a revolutionary wave, including
protests, riots, and civil wars, called the Arab Spring. For example, the Libyan government collapsed due
to Western states’ military intervention in 2011. However, some states in MENA, such as Saudi Arabia
and Qatar, have experienced only minor protests that rarely affected their regimes. Previous studies have
argued that political stability of states in the MENA is likely to be weakened because oil either allows
governments to rely less on taxes and weakens their state apparatuses (Fearon and Laitin 2003) or helps
rebel sides to mobilize rebels as potential financial sources (Ross 2004; Humphreys 2005). However, this
argument rarely explain why two contrasting trends in the MENA occurred in the Arab Spring period. I
argue that these trends cannot be explained if we focus only on how oil affects domestic actors.
Third parties care about the MENA states’ domestic political stability. This is because although a
limited number of states, especially states in the MENA, can produce and export oil, most states use oil as
a primary energy source. This exporter-favored international oil market structure makes oil-importing
states more sensitive to political instability in oil-exporting states. For example, in 1979 the Iranian
Revolution hindered oil production and exports to other states, which drove up crude oil prices in the
international oil market (British Petroleum 2014). This significantly damaged oil-importing states’
economies.14 This implies that the break of oil trade ties caused by political instability in an oil-exporting
state may generate high costs to oil-importing states. Thus, I argue that oil-importing states are likely to
intervene in an oil-exporting state, which has a political instability problem, to avoid the break of their oil

14

For example, after the oil crisis derived from Iranian Revolution, the world economic growth decreased from 4.14
percent in 1979 to 1.83 percent in 1980 (World Bank 2013).
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trade ties and the prewar interventions affect civil war onset. That is, oil-exporting states’ oil trade ties
could be, intentionally or unintentionally, used as strategic tools to attract support from oil-importing
states and to hinder civil war onset. I specify this argument with the concept of exit costs, which considers
the opportunity costs that are incurred if economic ties with a partner are severed (Crescenzi 2003).
In order to measure the ability of an oil-exporting state’s oil trade ties to attract external support,
I employ a social network approach to trade, focusing on the concept of closeness centrality in weighted
networks. The closeness centrality index indicates the level of each state’s influence on the international
oil market and its ability to attract external support. This index captures three components of oil trade ties:
depth (the total oil export amount of a state’s oil trade ties), breadth (an oil-exporting state’s number of oil
trade partners), and the closeness of oil trade ties (the level of an oil-exporting state’s oil trade proximity
to all other states). Each component specifies how oil trade ties attract external support. The main finding
of this study indicates that an oil-exporting state’s oil trade ties encourage external support for its
government and affect the likelihood of civil war onset.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the first section, a brief review of the
literature on the influences of natural resources on civil war onset reveals that prior studies have focused
more on how natural resources influence two internal actors, the government side and the rebel side,
without paying much attention to the effect of natural resources in conflict-prone regions on third-parties,
who can affect the likelihood of civil war onset. In the second section, I introduce the concept of prewar
intervention, and develop a theoretical framework to study how an oil-exporting state’s oil trade ties
attract external support for its government, which may affect the likelihood of civil war onset. The third
section defines the international oil trade network, and examines the influence of oil-exporting states’ oil
trade ties on prewar intervention and civil war onset. In the final section, I discuss the implications of the
results.
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3.2 Natural Resources and the Onset of Civil War
Most prior studies have argued that natural resources increase the likelihood of civil war onset in two
ways. First, some scholars have emphasized the influence of oil on state apparatuses (e.g. Ross 2001;
Fearon and Laitin 2003; Humphreys 2005). They have argued that oil-funded political leaders tend to
have weaker state apparatuses because they rely less on “a socially intrusive and elaborate bureaucratic
system” (Fearon and Laitin 2003, 81) to raise tax revenues (the weak states mechanism). That is, oil
revenues allow governments to rely less on state-society linkages and be less responsive to their citizens
(Beblawi and Luciani 1987). The weaker state apparatuses are less likely to hinder rebel mobilization
(Fearon and Laitin 2003).
Second, prior studies have suggested two mechanisms, the grievance mechanism and the greedy
rebel mechanism, to explain the influence of natural resources on the rebel side. The grievance
mechanism argues that resource extraction may generate grievances among the local population, which
provides the fuel for rebel mobilization through forced migration (Ross 2004; Humphreys 2005). For
example, logging or mining firms may expropriate land from people, deprive them of any benefits from
the land, or cause environment damages, such as the extraction process in Ache and Papua New Guinea
(Gedicks 2001; Klare 2001). Labor migration in these processes causes insufficient job opportunities in
the region, social disruptions, and unjust resource wealth distribution, such as in Sierra Leone, Nigeria,
Niger, and Chad (Humphreys 2005). Also, the vulnerability of economies depending on natural resource
revenues to trade shocks and wealth redistribution might generate grievances. These grievances then
facilitate rebel mobilization.
The greedy rebel mechanism argues that natural resources are financial sources that allow rebel
leaders to mobilize armed forces (Collier and Hoeffler 2004; Ross 2004; Humphreys 2005). Rebel leaders
raise money by selling both natural resources and “booty futures” (Humphreys 2005; Ross 2005). That is,
rebels in regions with natural resources more easily fund the start-up costs of initiating a rebellion (Collier
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and Hoeffler 2004; Ross 2004). In addition, if natural resources are concentrated in a particular region in
a state, the local population in the region may believe that a seceding state would be viable and
prosperous (Ross 2003). This implies that natural resources increases the value of capturing the state or
seceding (Collier and Hoeffler 2004; Fearon and Laitin 2003).
However, empirical results in prior studies have not clearly and consistently revealed that natural
resources increase the likelihood of civil war onset. While Collier and Hoeffler (2004, 2006) and Hegre
(2002) showed that higher natural resource revenues are likely to cause civil war outbreak using the ratio
of primary exports to GDP, Elbadawi and Sambanis (2002) and Fearon and Laitin (2003) revealed weak
or no effect of natural resource revenues with the same measurement. In order to specify the effect of
natural resources on civil war onset, Snyder and Bhavnani (2005) and Lujala et al. (2005) classified
natural resources into two groups: lootable (resources that have low economic barriers to entry and can be
profitably exploited by small-scale artisans, including rebels) and non-lootable (resources that require
large amounts of capital and technology to exploit that allow the government to establish monopoly
control over them). They argue that lootable resources may provide financial opportunities that rebel
leaders use to mobilize rebels while non-lootable resources rarely affect rebel mobilization. However,
although their empirical results supported that lootable resources increase the likelihood of civil war
onset, they rarely explain why the empirical results revealed that non-lootable resources reduce the
likelihood of civil war.
I argue that the ambiguous empirical results have been generated by the insufficient attention to
the influence of resources on third parties although resource revenues are generally generated by
international or transnational trade. That is, civil war in a resource-exporting state can affect its resource
trade partners. This implies that resource trade ties as economic linkages can affect the likelihood of civil
war onset (de Soysa 2002; Gleditsch 2002a, 2007). However, most prior studies have measured the
influence of natural resources on civil war onset only as potential financial sources, such as the ratio of
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primary commodity exports to GDP (e.g. Collier and Hoeffler 2004, 2006; Elbadawi and Sambanis 2002;
Fearon and Laitin 2003; Hegre 2002; Søril, Gleditsch, and Strand 2005), or the amount of natural
resource production and reserves (e.g. Humphreys 2005; Lujala et al. 2005). Although a few studies have
used the status of resource exporter as a binary variable (e.g. de Soysa 2002; Fearon and Laitin 2003;
Colgan 2014), this measurement may not specify how resource trade ties affect prewar interventions,
which can affect civil war onset.
This study focuses on oil trade ties, because oil as a non-lootable resource is an economically
and strategically important resource in most states but a limited number of states can produce it. These
characteristics of oil highlight how non-lootable resource trade ties attract prewar intervention and affect
civil war onset. In order to draw out the causal mechanisms between oil and civil wars, in the following
section I review the concept of prewar intervention, and apply exit costs and exit cost threshold
(Crescenzi 2003) to the relationship between oil trade ties and prewar intervention to reveal oil trade ties
as unintended or intended leverage that attract external support from oil-importing states.

3.3 Prewar Intervention and Civil War
A large literature argues that external actors can play a critical role in the bargaining between the
government and rebel groups and affect the likelihood of civil war because they can alter the capabilities
or information sets of the competing groups within a state (Cetinyan 2002; Thyne 2009). However, the
civil war literature has rarely specified and has empirically tested why external actors decide to intervene
in a state prior to civil war onset and how the prewar interventions can affect the likelihood of civil war.
In order to analyze them, prewar intervention should be clearly defined. Prewar interventions are defined
as external interventions into a state where political instability is sufficiently high that can substantively
cause civil war onset but as yet there has been no recourse to organized armed conflict (Regan and
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Meachum 2014). For example, in 2002, the United States declared freezing the financial assets of East
Turkestan Islamic Movement (ETIM), a terrorist group to promote independence for the northwestern
Chinese region of Xinjiang, because the United States tried to support China as counterterrorism
cooperation (Khan 2009). This is a prewar intervention case, because the ETIM had an obvious intention
to wage a civil war to secede Xinjiang from China and consistently waged a violent separatism campaign
that can cause civil war onset. However, the intervention in a politically stable state, which little has the
likelihood of civil war onset, is not a prewar intervention. In the following sections, I specify how an oilexporting state’s oil trade ties can affect prewar intervention and the likelihood of civil war onset with exit
costs and exit costs thresholds.

3.4 Oil Trade Ties, Exit Costs, and Prewar Intervention
In order to specify the relationship between international trade and interstate conflict, Crescenzi (2003)
suggested two concepts, exit costs and exit cost thresholds. The concept of exit costs assumes that states
try to maximize welfare in their economic relationships, and the costs involved in existing relationships
are what are lost in switching from the best option to the next best alternative (Crescenzi 2003). “Exit
costs” are the opportunity costs associated with these alternatives, and the “exit cost threshold” is the
degree of exit costs beyond which a state cannot endure. Exit costs are determined by two factors: asset
specificity and market structure. First, asset specificity is the degree to which an asset can be replaced by
an alternative (Williamson 1996). This implies that an important resource without an alternative makes
resource importing-states vulnerable to exporting-states, while a fungible resource allows resource
importing-states to adapt to potential changes (Hirschman 1945). Second, market structure determines the
possibility that a state can establish a new trade tie with an alternative trade partner. If alternatives are
scarce, a state cannot easily break its trade ties and its exit cost is high. That is, the ability to find
substitutes in the market is a determinant of opportunity costs (Gowa 1994). Based on these two concepts,
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Crescenzi (2003) argued that a state might use its trade tie as bargaining power over an independent issue.
If exit costs of a target who desires to remain at the status quo are greater than its exit cost threshold, a
challenger who wants something from a target makes a demand and the target complies. That is, an
economic tie can be the bargaining leverage of a challenger without sacrificing the possibility of the use
of military tools when necessary (Keohane and Nye’s 1989).
Exit costs explain how an oil-exporting state’s oil trade ties attract external support for its
government. In the international oil market, oil is a primary energy source in most states, although a
limited number of states can produce and export it. Thus, asset specificity of oil is high, and the
international oil market has an exporter-favored structure. This implies that an oil-importing state is
vulnerable to the break of its oil trade tie because its oil exit costs are likely to be higher than its oil exit
cost threshold. This suggests that an oil-exporting state’s oil trade tie can be a bargaining leverage without
sacrificing the possibility of the use of military tools when necessary.
Moving to the domestic realm, when an oil-exporting state has a political instability problem,
oil-importing states may fear that the instability problem might break their oil trade ties. For example, as
mentioned above, the 1979 Iranian Revolution broke its oil trade ties and damaged many oil-importing
states’ economies. This implies that an oil-exporting state as a challenger can request support from its oil
trade partners (its target states) by using its oil trade ties. Or, oil-importing states may voluntarily support
the oil exporter’s government to resolve its political instability problem and to avoid the break of their oil
trade ties. Thus, although Crescenzi (2003) assumed a challenger’s intentional use of its trade tie, an oilexporting state’s oil trade ties may both intentionally and unintentionally attract third parties’ prewar
intervention to resolve its political instability problem. This leads to the first hypothesis:
H1: As the level of influence of an oil-exporting state’s oil trade ties on the entire oil trade market
increases, the likelihood of a prewar intervention in the oil-exporting state should increase.
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Oil-importing states may intervene in an oil-exporting state to reduce the likelihood of civil war
onset and to avoid the break of their oil trade ties. This implies that the oil-importing states prefer the
status quo because civil conflict and its results, including regime transition, might break their oil trade
ties. Thus, oil-importing states are more likely to support an oil-exporting state’s government to avoid the
break of their oil trade ties, and are more likely to choose neutral mediation that is a peaceful way to
resolve a social conflict without the break of oil trade ties. However, support for rebels may aggravate a
political instability problem in an oil-exporting state, and may facilitate the break of its oil trade ties,
because support for rebels encourages a rebel leader to mobilize rebels and initiate civil war (Ross 2004;
Humphreys 2005). This implies that oil-importing states are less likely to support rebels. These
expectations yield the following three hypotheses:
H2: As the level of influence of an oil-exporting state’s oil trade ties on the entire oil trade market
increases, the likelihood of a prewar intervention in the oil-exporting state to support the government side
should increase.
H3: As the level of influence of an oil-exporting state’s oil trade ties on the entire oil trade market
increases, the likelihood of a neutral prewar intervention in the oil-exporting state should increase.
H4: As the level of influence of an oil-exporting state’s oil trade ties on the entire oil trade market
increases, the likelihood of a prewar intervention in the oil-exporting state to support the rebel side
should decrease.

3.5 Oil Exit Costs and Onset of Civil War
Although I argue that an oil-exporting state’s oil trade ties attract external support for its government or
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neutral intervention to resolve its political instability problem, this does not mean that the prewar
intervention or the possibility of prewar intervention reduces the likelihood of civil war onset. This is
because civil wars begin when actors fail to find an acceptable bargaining range to resolve competing
interests (Cetinyan 2002). Interveners can change the range of the bargaining area between the
government and rebels, but do not affect the likelihood of civil war onset (Cetinyan 2002; Thyne 2009).
Instead, one of explanations for why states choose to fight with rebels despite the existence of less costly
alternatives is disagreement over the likely outcome of war, called information problems (e.g., Walter
2009). There are two information problems that could make civil war a rational option (Walter 2009).
First, both sides have private information about their own capabilities and willingness to engage in battle,
but might be uncertain about their adversary’s ones. Second, both sides have strong incentives to
misrepresent this information to pursue a better deal. The two information problems may encourage both
sides to disagree about an acceptable bargaining range and to choose civil war.
The information problems can explain how an oil-exporting state’s oil trade ties affect civil war
onset. Oil-exporting states, especially autocratic oil-exporting states, try to conceal information about oil
wealth from the public (Ross 2013). If the public knows the information about oil wealth, it may engender
grievances about the unequal distribution of oil wealth or the government’s incompetence related with oil
industry management and, thus, the grievances can facilitate rebel mobilization (Ross 2004; Humphreys
2005). However, oil-exporting states easily collude to conceal the information about their oil industries,
because they are generally managed by national oil companies or by the relationship between
governments and international oil companies. This implies that rebels are less likely to have complete
information about their government’s oil trade ties and, thus, the likelihood of external support for the
government caused by its oil trade ties. If rebels underestimate the likelihood of external support for the
government due to incomplete information, the bargaining failure would be likely.
However, if an oil-exporting state already experiences external support for its government, its
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rebel groups would be certain that the likelihood of external support for the government from oilimporting states to avoid the break of their oil trade ties is substantial. Furthermore, given this, the
increase in the effect of an oil-exporting state on the international oil trade market may make its rebel
groups more certain that oil-importing states will support its government. This implies that the presence
of external support for an oil-exporting state’s government may reduce information problems that can
cause the disagreement between both sides about an acceptable bargaining point and may reduce the
likelihood of civil war onset. This expectation yields the fifth and sixth hypotheses:
H5: Increase in the level of influence of an oil-exporting state’s oil trade ties on the international oil trade
market should decrease the likelihood of civil conflict in the oil-exporting state with external support for
its government side, but should increase the likelihood of civil conflict in the oil-exporting state without
external support for its government side.
H6: As the level of influence of an oil-exporting state’s oil trade ties on the entire oil trade market
increases, external support for the government side of the oil-exporting state should decrease the
likelihood of civil conflict in the oil-exporting state.

3.6 Research Design
The general expectation of this study is that prewar intervention is more likely to occur in an oil-exporting
state and the onset of civil war is less likely to occur in an oil-exporting state with external support for its
government. The unit of analysis is country-year for all states from 1986 to 2007. This study examines
prewar intervention using the data on prewar interventions developed by Regan and Meachum (2014) and
civil war onset using the Uppsala/Peace Research Institute of Oslo (PRIO) dataset. First, prewar
intervention is a third-party action prior to civil conflict that is a policy beyond foreign economic or
military aid and is targeted at the authority structures within a state (Regan 1996). In order to distinguish
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prewar intervention from other kinds of intervention, Regan and Meachum (2014) use a risk score of
Goldstone et al. (2010), which indicates the likelihood that a state will experience a civil war onset within
two years and is calculated by a state’s regime type, infant mortality, the presence of a conflict-prone
neighborhood, and state-led discrimination. If an external actor militarily, economically, or diplomatically
intervenes in a state where the risk score is higher than 0.3 but does not experience civil conflict yet, this
intervention would be a prewar intervention case.
In order to test hypotheses, I classify prewar intervention cases of Regan and Meachum’s (2014)
dataset into three types: support for the government side, neutral intervention, and support for the rebel
side. I refer to the measure of prewar interventions as Intervention (3.34% of all country-years), the
measure of support for the government side as Government (1.00% of all country-years), the measure of
neutral interventions as Neutral (1.75% of all country-years), and the measure of support for the rebel side
as Rebel (1.52% of all country-years). All prewar intervention measures are coded as dichotomous
variables that take the value one in the year that a state experiences a prewar intervention and zero
otherwise. The dataset covers 163 states with populations exceeding 500,000, which results in 3,461
country-year observations.
Second, civil war onset is a dichotomous variable that equals 1 only for country-year
observations that experienced the initiation of fighting between a government and domestic opponents
that would result in at least 25 battle deaths (Gleditsch et al. 2002), and zero otherwise. I refer to this
measure as Onset. This dataset covers 163 states with populations exceeding 500,000, which includes
3,461 country-year observations.
Because the dependent variables are binary, I use the logistic regression to examine the
hypotheses. Standard errors are clustered by state to account for potential unobserved state-level
heterogeneity. To control for temporal dependence, I include a variable counting the number of years
without a civil war with the cubic polynomial approximation (Carter and Signorino 2010). All
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independent variables are lagged one year to avoid endogeneity problems.
3.6.1 Oil Trade Network and Network Centrality
In order to specify the influence of a state’s oil trade ties on prewar intervention and civil war onset, three
components of trade should be considered: depth, breadth, and closeness.15 First, the depth of a state’s oil
trade ties captures the total oil export amount of its oil trade ties. The key issue that depth captures is costs
of breaking an oil trade tie. Even if a state exports oil to other states, if the state does not export a
substantial amount of oil to them, its oil trade ties would not attract external support from them. Second,
the breadth of a state’s oil trade ties is its number of oil trade partners. This captures the mechanism by
which an oil-exporting state’s oil trade ties act as strategic tools to attract prewar interventions. As the
state exports oil to more states, it is increasingly likely that one or more of the oil-importing states will
intervene. Third, the closeness of a state’s oil trade ties captures the level of its oil trade proximity to all
other states, including states that it does not trade oil with directly. This component emphasizes the
indirect role that oil trade ties can play in the international oil market. In 2012, for example, Russia did
not export oil to Chile. Yet, Chile imported oil from the United Kingdom, which is one of Russia’s oil
importers. Although Chile does not have a direct oil trade tie with Russia, the break of the oil trade tie
between United Kingdom and Russia can affect the United Kingdom’s oil reserves and, ultimately, its oil
export to Chile. This implies that an oil-exporting state’s oil trade ties can affect many states, including
those with which it does not have a direct oil trade tie.

15

These three components are similar to Kinne’s (2012) measures for trade integration. Instead of capturing these
general trade patterns, however, I use these measures to capture an exporter’s ability to attract prewar intervention
due to the export-favored structure of the international oil market and the importance of oil.
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Figure 3-1. The Structure of the Oil Trade Network in 2007.

Note: This figure illustrates the structure of the oil network. Each square indicates a state in the oil network, and
each arrow shows the oil trade relation between two countries. The direction of each arrow indicates the flow of oil
from an exporter to an importer. Squares and arrows do not indicate geographical characteristics.

In order to capture the influence of these three components on prewar intervention and the onset
of civil war, I employ network analysis, specifically closeness centrality in weighted networks. In network
analysis, a network consists of a set of nodes (e.g., people, institutions, states) connected by a set of edges
(e.g., friendship, alliance, trade) (Maoz 2009). Because a state’s oil trade ties in the international oil
market are affected by other states’ oil trade ties, oil trade ties are one kind of interaction among states.
Thus, the international oil market is a network comprised of states (nodes) and their oil trade ties (edges).
The network is formally represented as an n×n adjacency matrix where matrix entries xij indicate a tie
between node i and node j. As stated above, because oil export is more influential in the international oil
market than oil import, oil trade ties are directed, or xij ≠ xji. I define an oil trade tie from i to j as a tie
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weighted by metric tons of oil that state i exports to state j. The oil trade ties are estimated by numerous
oil trade datasets (see Online Appendix A). For a given year, the international oil trade network is
represented as adjacency matrix X, which captures the totality of the oil trade network and indicates who
trades oil with whom and at what levels. Based on these data, the oil trade network consists of 163
independent states and their oil trade ties with other states. Figure 3-1 is a sociogram of the oil trade
network in 2007 that reveals the structure and flows of oil trade ties. In Figure 3-1, a node is a state, and
an arrow is an oil trade tie indicating the direction of oil trade from an exporter to an importer. If a node
has many arrows, the node would be considered a major oil-importing or -exporting state.
This study focuses on actor centrality, a network property associated with power and prestige of
each node in a network (Borgatti 2005). Generally, substantive interpretation of centrality depends on the
substance of the network. The arguments of the previous section suggest that an oil trade tie may be a
source of an oil-exporting state’s ability to affect other states’ policy decisions. That is, a central oilexporting state in the oil trade network may easily attract prewar interventions from other states. In order
to capture this, comprised of three components (depth, breadth, and closeness), I employ weighted
closeness centrality (Opsahl, Agneessens, and Skvoretz 2010).
First, the depth of a state’s oil trade ties is the sum value of a state’s oil trade ties,

=

( ≠ )

(1)

where xij denotes entries of the weighted oil trade network, X. Because the value of an oil trade tie is
defined as its oil export amount (metric tons), Vi is the total oil amount that state i exports.
Second, the breadth of a state’s oil trade ties is identical to the total number of a state’s oil trade
partners in the oil trade network, X, called degree centrality. Formally, the degree centrality (CD(i)) is
calculated by the following formula:
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( ≠ )

()=

(2)

where aij is the oil trade tie between states i and j (aij = 1 if i trades with j and 0 otherwise), and n is the
number of states in the oil trade network (Borgatti 2005). As stated above, because oil trade ties are
directed, degree centrality is classified into two indices: out-degree centrality (the number of oil export
ties) and in-degree centrality (the number of oil import ties). However, because I focus on the ability of
oil-exporting states to attract prewar intervention, only out-degree centrality is applicable to this study.
Third, the closeness of a state’s oil trade ties identifies the sum of geodesic distances from the
state to all others, defined as number of links in the shortest path between two nodes, called closeness
centrality (Borgatti 2005). For example, if two states are immediately connected with each other, their
geodesic distance is one. If the geodesic distance between state a and another state b is two, state a
exports (or imports) oil to (or from) state c and the state c exports (or imports) oil to (or from) state b. The
geodesic distance between i and j is calculated by the following formula:
( , ) = min

+⋯+

(3)

where, h are intermediary nodes on paths between node i and j. The closeness centrality (Cc(i))is
calculated by the following formula:

()=

d( , )

( ≠ )

(4)

where d(i, j) is the distance between states i and j. Because oil trade ties in the oil trade network are
directed, only out-closeness centrality is applicable to this study. However, the closeness centrality
includes breadth and closeness, but ignores depth.
In order to combine these three components, I use closeness centrality in weighted networks
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(Opsahl, Agneessens, and Skvoretz 2010). This index uses a tuning parameter, α, that weights the shortest
paths by the depth of a state’s oil trade ties, and defines the geodesic distance between i and j as

( , ) = min

1

+ ⋯+

1

(5)

where, as before, h represents intermediate nodes. In equation (5), the value of α must be determined by
theory (Kinne 2012). If α = 0, dw(i, j) is equal to the minimum number of nodes between i and j, as the
geodesic distance calculation from equation (3). The increase in the value of α favors stronger over
weaker paths (Kinne 2012). Based on equation (5), Opsahl, Agneessens, and Skvoretz (2010) define
closeness centrality in weighted networks as

()=

(, )

( ≠ ).

(6).

Because oil trade ties in the oil trade network are directed, I use only out-closeness centrality in weighted
networks to estimate the ability of oil-exporting states to attract prewar interventions. To balance three
components, I set α at 0.5.16 I refer to this measure as Weighted Closeness.17 Figure 3-2 illustrates oil
trade centrality levels across the world for the year 2007.

16

When α > 1, the impact of additional intermediary nodes is relatively unimportant compared to the depth of ties
and paths with more intermediaries, which is inconsistent with the logic of oil trade relationships. Also, while the
depth of ties is ignored (Ccw(i) = Cc(i)) when α = 0, the breadth of ties is ignored α = 1. Because of these
characteristics of α, Kinne (2012) also set α = 0.5 to capture the degree of trade integration.
17
Weighted Closeness is calculated by “tnet” package (Opsahl 2009) in R 3.1 (R development Core Team 2014).
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Figure 3-2. The Pattern between Centralities and Democracy in Autocratic Oil exporters.

Weighted
Weighted
Weighted
Weighted
Weighted

Closeness=0 (N=97)
Closeness=(0, 5] (N=24)
Closeness=(5, 10] (N=23)
Closeness=(10, 15] (N=5)
Closeness>15 (N=14)

Note: Darker shading indicates greater oil trade centrality. Centrality scores calculated using Ccw for directed
weighted networks (α = 0.5). Based on data from year 2007.

3.6.2 Control Variables
I include variables considered in past studies as important causes of civil war onset as control variables to
isolate the effects of my primary independent variables on both prewar intervention and civil war onset,
because interventions are based on the expected probability of civil war onset. The first control variable is
Oil Discoveries, which measures the natural log of oil reserves in year t subtracted by reserves estimated
for year t – 1, drawn from Bell and Wolford’s (2014) data. Generally, oil revenues are immobile and nontaxed sources of income that radically increase the government’s power over potential challengers (Ross
2001; Smith 2004). That is, recently discovered oil reserves significantly alter the government’s and the
rebel side’s expectations about the future power distribution between them, and might make the rebel side
fear for the future. This fear may increase the likelihood of civil conflict (Bell and Wolford 2014).
The second control variable is GDP/capita, which measures the natural log of GDP per capita
based on data from Gleditsch (2002b). Generally, wealthier states have a lower likelihood of civil war
onset because they have more resources to invest in either repressing or appeasing dissent (Fearon and
Laitin 2003). The third control variable is XPolity, which measures the level of democracy for conflict
studies by removing the constituent terms of the index that are endogenous to political violence (Vreeland
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2008) . The fourth control variable is Institutional Durability, which counts the logged number of years
that have passed since government institutions were replaced or reformed to the extent of a change in the
Polity Index score of at least three points. I also consider factors that offer rebels a military advantage
versus the state by controlling for Mountainous Terrain (Fearon and Laitin 2003), Ethnic and Religious
Fractionalization (Alesina et al. 2003), and the logged Population size (World Bank 2013). Finally, I
employ two factors, the number of Alliances (Gibler 2009) and the number of Contiguous States (Stinnett
et al. 2002), that could affect third parties’ prewar intervention decisions. Findley and Teo (2006) argued
that a potential intervener is likely to support the government to protect their convergent interests if it is
allied with the government. Regan (2000) argued that interventions in ongoing civil conflicts are more
likely when there are a greater number of contiguous states. However, these two variables are excluded
from the analysis of civil war onset.

3.7 Oil Trade Ties and Prewar Intervention
I begin by examining the influence of Weighted Closeness on prewar intervention in Table 3-1. All
models can be interpreted similarly with positive coefficients indicating that prewar intervention becomes
more likely as independent variable increases. In Table 3-1, the dependent variables are Intervention,
Government, Neutral, and Rebel. Each model in table 3-1 includes one dependent variable and
independent and control variables to examine each hypothesis.
Although the coefficient of the independent variable in Model 2 in Table 3-1 is positive and
statistically significant, coefficients of the independent variable in other models in Table 3-1 are not
statistically significant. These results reveal that an oil-exporting state’s oil trade ties rarely affect the
likelihood of prewar intervention, neutral intervention, and external support for the rebel side, and do not
support the first, third, and fourth hypotheses. However, empirical results in Model 2 support the second
hypothesis that external support for the government side is more likely as the effect of an oil-exporting
state’s oil trade ties on the entire oil trade market increases.
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Table 3-1. The Oil Trade Network Centrality and Prewar Intervention, 1986-2007.

Weighted Closeness
Oil Discoveries (log)
GDP per capita (log)
XPolity
Inst. Durable
Mountainous
Ethnic Frac.
Religious Frac.
Population (log)
Alliances
Contiguous States
Constant

N
NStates
Wald chi2
Hosmer-Lemeshow chi2
ROC

Model 1
(All interv.)
0.033
(0.018)
-1.382
(1.569)
-0.545*
(0.229)
-0.027
(0.058)
-0.441**
(0.154)
-0.048
(0.120)
0.697
(0.801)
-0.696
(0.987)
0.071
(0.135)
-0.007
(0.014)
0.040
(0.058)
0.725
(2.597)

Model 2
(Gov. interv.)
0.055*
(0.023)
-3.705
(3.339)
-0.377
(0.302)
-0.022
(0.093)
-0.465*
(0.210)
0.008
(0.176)
-0.296
(0.972)
1.650
(1.596)
-0.030
(0.220)
-0.026
(0.021)
0.040
(0.062)
-0.443
(3.801)

Model 3
(Neutral interv.)
0.005
(0.036)
-8.099
(7.313)
-0.764**
(0.293)
0.017
(0.082)
-0.562**
(0.203)
-0.140
(0.165)
0.527
(0.951)
-0.233
(1.407)
-0.116
(0.222)
0.011
(0.018)
0.040
(0.089)
3.892
(3.456)

Model 4
(Rebel interv.)
0.024
(0.016)
-0.666
(1.504)
-0.214
(0.330)
-0.138
(0.093)
-0.267
(0.239)
-0.041
(0.172)
1.601**
(0.742)
-0.136
(1.044)
0.406**
(0.180)
-0.017
(0.021)
-0.039
(0.069)
-6.478**
(3.257)

2,693
143
97.48***
13.27
0.809

2,693
143
90.29***
5.95
0.841

2,693
143
76.53***
14.47
0.867

2,693
143
101.5***
12.08
0.813

*p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001 (two-tailed).
a
Cell entries report coefficients and cluster-corrected standard errors (in parentheses) from logistic regressions.
Peace years not shown.

Beyond statistical significance, I calculate each variable’s marginal effect on the dependent
variable in Table 3-1 using the Clarify program (King, Tomz, and Wittenberg 2000; Tomz, Wittenberg,
and King 2003). The results for these calculations with Model 2 are graphically presented in Figure 3-3.
Figure 3-3 displays how we should expect the likelihood of external support for the government to vary
when Weighted Closeness and each control variable is allowed to vary from its 10th to 90th percentile
while holding all other variables constant (means). In substantive terms, the influence of an oil-exporting
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state’s oil trade ties on external support for its government is considerable. If a state does not export oil to
other states, the likelihood of external support for the government side is around .0036. However, if a
state has “11” Weighted Closeness in the international oil trade network, such as Angola and Egypt, the
likelihood of external support for its government would jump to .0065, which represents around 81.4%
increase. This result supports the second hypothesis.
Figure 3-3. The Effect of Weighted Closeness on Probability of Prewar Intervention, 1986-2007:
Substantive Effects.

Weighted Closeness
Oil Discoveries
GDP/capita
XPolity
Institutional Durability
Mountainous Terrain
Ethnic Fractionalization
Religious Fractionalization
Population
Alliance
Contiguous States
-.02

-.01

0

.01

.02

Note: Values reveal first difference (FD) estimations (♦) with 95% confidence intervals (|-|). Estimations come from
Table 3-1, Model 2.

Regarding the control variables, coefficients of some control variables are negative and
statistically significant. First, states are around 83.9% (.0481-.0077) less likely to experience prewar
intervention, and are around 92.8% (.0218-.0016) less likely to experience neutral intervention, as their
GDP/capita varies from its 10th to 90th percentile. However, GDP/capita does not significantly affect the
likelihood of external support for either the government or rebels. This implies that the increase in a
state’s capability to invest in either repressing or appeasing dissent discourages third parties to neutrally
intervene in the state but rarely affect their decisions to support its government or its rebels. Because most
neutral prewar interventions are humanitarian interventions to prevent civil conflict, neutral interventions
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might not be required if a state has sufficient capabilities to stabilize its domestic society. However,
because external support for either the government or rebel groups depend on their expected benefits that
might not be related with the target state’s level of wealth, GDP/capita does not significantly affect the
likelihood of external support for the government or rebels. Second, results for Institutional Durability
provide additional evidences about the likelihood of prewar intervention. A move from the 10th to 90th
percentile in this measure decreases the likelihood of prewar intervention by around 72.3% (.0353-.0098),
the likelihood of external support for the government by around 74.6% (.0091-.0023), and the likelihood
of neutral prewar intervention by around 81.1% (.0126-.0024). This implies that third parties are less
likely to intervene in a state whose political institutions are stable to resolve its political problem and
prevent civil war. Third, coefficients of Ethnic Fractionalization and Population in Model 4 are positive
and statistically significant. In substantive terms, a move from the 10th to 90th percentile in Ethnic
Fractionalization increases the likelihood of external support for rebels by 203.6% (.0042-.0127). A move
from the 10th to 90th percentile in Population also increases the likelihood of external support for rebels
by 352.6% (.0035-.0159). This implies that greedy third parties are likely to support rebels in a state with
better conditions to mobilize to foster civil war onset. Other control variables do not have statistically
significant effects on the dependent variables.
Finally, I ran tests for model fit. In addition to the common Wald’s chi-squared statistics, which
are significant at <.001 for all models, I include Hosmer and Lemeshow (2000) and Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) curve analyses (King and Zeng 2001). The Hosmer-Lemeshow test divides subjects
into deciles based on predicted probabilities and then computes a chi-squared test between observed and
predicted values of the dependent variables between each group with the null hypothesis that groups are
similar. Each of these tests is insignificant, indicating that the models fit the data well. The ROC curve
calculates the true-positive rate against the false-positive rate for all possible cutpoints (ranging from 0 to
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1). The ROC value of each model ranges from .809 to .867, indicating a fair/good model fit. These results
suggest that a state’s oil trade ties should be considered to predict the likelihood of prewar intervention.
Table 3-2. The Oil Trade Network Centrality and Onset of Civil War, 1986-2007.

Weighted Closeness
Intervention

Model 5
(Full sample)
0.026*
(0.012)
1.060*
(0.422)

Government

0.689
(0.680)

Weighted Closeness ×
Government
Neutral
Rebel
Oil Discoveries (log)
GDP per capita (log)
XPolity
Inst. Durable
Mountainous
Ethnic Frac.
Religious Frac.
Population (log)
Constant

N
NStates
Wald chi2
Hosmer-Lemeshow chi2
ROC

Model 6
(Full Sample)
0.027*
(0.012)

-0.755
(0.930)
-0.264
(0.143)
0.006
(0.030)
0.034
(0.107)
0.005
(0.094)
1.610**
(0.575)
-1.107
(0.689)
0.288**
(0.089)
-4.229**
(1.385)
2,693
143
106.8***
7.21
0.802

1.589**
(0.471)
0.294
(0.574)
-0.701
(0.908)
-0.238
(0.142)
0.000
(0.029)
0.046
(0.108)
0.019
(0.098)
1.690**
(0.584)
-1.194
(0.685)
0.302**
(0.088)
-4.728**
(1.387)
2,693
143
110.4***
11.27
0.805

Model 7
(Interaction)
0.030*
(0.012)

1.684**
(0.566)
-0.151*
(0.074)
1.333**
(0.486)
0.295
(0.547)
-0.763
(0.954)
-0.233
(0.144)
0.001
(0.028)
0.054
(0.108)
0.021
(0.099)
1.823**
(0.602)
-1.341
(0.707)
0.304***
(0.087)
-4.896***
(1.397)
2,693
143
95.05***
11.16
0.808

*p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001 (two-tailed).
a
Cell entries report coefficients and cluster-corrected standard errors (in parentheses) from logistic regressions.
Peace years not shown.
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3.8 Oil Trade Ties and the Onset of Civil War
Table 3-2 presents the estimates of three models of civil war onset, including baseline logit models of
civil war onset (Models 5 and 6) and a model that tests conditional hypotheses (H5 and H6) (Model 7).
All models can be interpreted similarly with positive coefficients indicating that onset of civil war
becomes more likely as independent variable increases. In Table 3-2, the dependent variable is Onset.
Each model in Table 3-2 includes one dependent variable and independent and control variables to
examine each hypothesis. The prewar intervention variables, Government, Neutral, and Rebel, are
included to control influences of prewar intervention on civil war onset.
Model 7 in Table 3-2 supports the fifth hypothesis, which the effect of Weighted Closeness on
civil war onset depends upon external support for the government, and the sixth hypothesis, which the
effect of external support for the government on civil war onset depends on the level of a state’s Weighted
Closeness. The marginal effects of the independent and control variables are gauged by the Clarify
program (King, Tomz, and Wittenberg 2000; Tomz, Wittenberg, and King 2003), and reveals how we
should expect the likelihood of civil war onset to vary when independent and control variables are
allowed to vary from its 10th percentile to 90th percentile for continuous variables and from 0 to 1 for
dichotomous variables while holding all other variables constant (means and modes).
In substantive terms, the effect of Weighted Closeness on civil war onset is considerable. In
Model 7, if a state does not export oil to other states, the likelihood of civil conflict is around .0190.
However, if a state’s Weighted Closeness is “11”, such as Angola and Egypt, the likelihood of civil war
jumps to around .0263, which represents around a 37.6% increase. However, in Figure 3-4 (a), if an oilexporting state experiences external support for its government, the increase in Weighted Closeness
decreases the likelihood of civil war. This supports the initial expectation that external support for oilexporting state’s government makes both the government and rebels certain that oil-importing states may
intervene in the exporter to protect their oil trade ties. However, the absence of external support for the
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government may cause information problems that increase the likelihood of civil war onset, because
rebels generally have incomplete information about its oil trade ties and, thus, might miscalculate the
likelihood of external support for the government. This supports the fifth hypothesis.
In addition, Figure 3-4 (b) reveals that increase in Weighted Closeness changes the effect of
external support for the government on the likelihood of civil war onset. In Figure 3-4 (b), if an oilexporting state has the lower level of Weighted Closeness than 20, external support for the government
does not have the statistically significant effect on the likelihood of civil war onset. However, if an oilexporting state has the higher level of Weighted Closeness than 20, external support for the government is
likely to hinder civil war onset. This reveals that external support for an oil-exporting state’s government
is likely to reduce information problems generated by oil trade ties, and supports the sixth hypothesis.
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Figure 3-4. Marginal Effect of Weighted Closeness on Probability of Civil War Onset, 1986-2007.
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Regarding the control variables, in Models 7 we first see that having an experience with neutral
prewar intervention increases the likelihood of civil war by around 297.0% (.0211-.0839). This reveals
that although third parties may neutrally intervene in an oil-exporting state to prevent civil war, the
intervention increases the likelihood of civil war onset. Prior studies on third-party intervention and civil
war duration have argued that third parties as veto players are likely to reduce the bargaining range and
aggravate information problems (Cunningham 2006) because third parties, who bear lower costs of
fighting and anticipate gaining less benefit from negotiation than the internal actors, generally have less
incentive to cease civil war and negotiate than internal actors (Cunningham 2010). This implies that
neutral prewar intervention also is likely to introduce veto players who can reduce the bargaining range
and causes information problems rather than to reduce the likelihood of civil war onset. Second, in
Models 7, coefficients of Ethnic Fractionalization and Population support previous studies’ arguments
that the higher level of ethnic fractionalization and the larger size of population increases the number of
potential recruits to an insurgency, and, thus, increases the likelihood of civil war onset (Fearon and Laitin
2003; Smith 2004). States are around 256.3% (.0113-.0402) more likely to experience civil war onset as
Ethnic Fractionalization varies from its 10th to 90th percentile. A move from the 10th to 90th percentile
(7.15-11.15, ln values) in Population also increases the likelihood of civil war by around 216.7%
(.0119-.0376). However, other control variables are not statistically significant. Finally, each models’
Hosmer and Lemeshow chi-squared values in Table 3-2 are insignificant, indicating that the models fit the
data well, and their ROC values range from .802 to .808, indicating a fair/good model fit. This suggests
that a state’s oil trade ties and external support for the government side should be considered to predict the
likelihood of civil war onset.
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3.9 Conclusion
This study explores the effect of an oil-exporting state’s oil trade ties on prewar intervention and civil war
onset. The research on oil and civil war has little dealt with oil as a strategic tool that affects importing
states’ decision-making. I argue that an oil-exporting state’s oil trade ties are likely to attract external
support for its government because oil-importing states try to avoid the break of their oil trade ties caused
by civil war onset. I also argue that the effect of an oil-exporting state’s oil trade ties on civil war onset
depends on external support for its government. That is, the absence of external support for an oilexporting state’s government may cause the bargaining failure between the government and rebels,
because rebels with incomplete information about its oil trade ties might miscalculate the likelihood of
external support for the government and an acceptable bargaining range. However, external support for an
oil-exporting state’s government makes the government and rebels certain that oil-importing states may
support the government to protect their oil trade ties, and, thus, reduces the likelihood of civil war caused
by the bargaining failure.
In order to analyze these arguments, I decompose the influence of oil trade ties into three
components (depth, breadth, and closeness), and estimate how an oil-exporting state’s oil trade ties affect
prewar intervention and civil war onset with closeness centrality in weighted networks. The empirical
results provide two implications. First, an oil-exporting state’s oil trade ties are likely to encourage oilimporting states to support its government. That is, to avoid the break of oil trade ties, as the effect of an
oil-exporting state’s oil trade ties on the international oil market increases, oil-importing states are more
likely to support its government to stabilize the exporter. However, oil-exporting states’ oil trade ties
rarely affect third parties’ support for rebels and neutral prewar intervention. Second, the effect of an oilexporting state’s oil trade ties on the likelihood of civil war onset depends on external support for its
government. External support for an oil-exporting state’s government reduces information problems
caused by rebel’s incomplete information about the government’s oil trade ties. However, the increase in
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the effect of an oil-exporting state’s oil trade ties on the international oil market without external support
for its government is likely to cause information problems and, thus, increase the likelihood of civil war.
This research provides three implications. First, the effect of oil on civil war is more complicated
than what prior studies have dealt with. Although prior studies have focused on the effect of oil on
domestic actors, including the government and rebels, this study reveals that oil can affect decisions of
potential interveners who can affect the likelihood of civil war onset. This also reveals why empirical
results of prior studies have not consistently revealed the effect of oil on civil war onset. This implies that
we should consider the effect of oil on both domestic and international actors. Second, this research
reveals that trade ties can affect conflict onset, but their effect on conflict onset depends on what products
a state export to and/or import from other states. I argue that the structure of the international oil market
and the importance of oil as a primary energy source increase the ability of an oil-exporting state to attract
external support. However, if a state exports strategically or economically less important products, such
as toys, to other states, its trade ties rarely cause high exit costs and provide leverage over its trade
partners. Thus, to analyze the effect of trade ties on conflict, we should focus on what a state export to
and/or import from other states. Finally, this study suggests that energy policies can be important factors
of international relations. An oil-exporting state’s ability to attract external support is derived from the
exporter-favored structure of the international oil market and the importance of oil as a primary energy
source. This implies that an oil-exporting state’s ability to attract external support would be reduced due
to oil-importing states’ renewable energy development policies that may both allow the importers to avoid
the exporter-favored market structure and reduce the importance of oil as a primary energy source.
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4. Oil and Coup Risk

4.1 The Puzzle and Purpose
A large literature on the oil curse theory focuses on how oil affects democratization, regime failure, and
civil war onset (e.g., Ross 2001; de Soysa 2002; Fearon and Laitin 2003; Smith 2004; Humphreys 2005;
Ross 2009; Haber and Menaldo 2011; Wright, Frantz, and Geddes 2014). However, because prior studies
have not fully specified the effect of oil, they suggest two contrasting arguments: oil helps perpetuate
autocratic regimes, but increases the likelihood of civil war onset. Thus, empirical results have revealed
that oil both improves and weakens political stability. I argue that the effect of oil should be more
carefully specified. In order to specify the effect of oil on political stability, I classify the effect of oil into
three aspects: the effect of oil revenues, the effect of oil reserves, and the effect of oil trade ties. I focus on
how these three aspects affect coups d’état. Prior studies on the oil curse theory rarely focus on coup risk,
which is one type of political phenomena that can reveal the political instability of a regime. Coup d’état
is defined as “illegal and overt attempts by the military or other elites within the state apparatus to unseat
the sitting executive” (Powell and Thyne 2011, 252). Generally, coups d’état have been understood as the
result of political instability (Marinov and Goemans 2013). Thus, a study on the relationship between oil
and coup risk can closely capture how oil affects political instability. In addition, because a coup d’état is
an illegal attempt that weakens political stability, this study can also shed light on how oil affects both
legal and illegal attempts that weaken political stability of oil-producing regimes.
I argue that each aspect of oil has different effects on a coup attempt. First, oil revenues are
likely to reduce coup risk. Because oil revenues allow political leaders to spend money to dampen social
grievances and to invest in repressive apparatuses, they may avoid the decrease in legitimacy and reduce
potential coup plotters’ ability to stage a coup. Second, oil reserves increase the likelihood of a coup
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attempt. As prior studies on the relationship oil and civil war argued, oil reserves are likely to increase the
value of capturing a state and attract greedy third parties to intervene in the state (Humphreys 2005).
Thus, oil reserves may increase the anticipated payoff of a coup success, and may encourage potential
coup plotters to stage a coup. Third, a state’s oil trade ties are likely to reduce coup risk. Because oil is a
primary energy source in most states but only a few states can produce and export it, the break of oil trade
ties is likely to damage oil-importing states’ economies more than oil-exporting states’ ones. Thus, if an
oil-exporting state has a political instability problem that may cause a break of its oil trade ties, oilimporting states are likely to intervene in the state to resolve the problem and protect their oil trade ties.
This implies that an oil-exporting state’s oil trade ties are strategic tools to obtain support for its
government from oil-importing states. Likewise, the possibility of external support may decrease potential
coup plotters’ perceived probability of a coup’s success.
In order to test my expectations, I measure the effect of oil revenues, the effect of oil reserves,
and the effect of oil trade ties. First, the effect of oil revenues is measured by oil income per capita. I
estimate oil income per capita as the total value of crude oil production per person, and multiplied by the
real world price. Second, crude oil reserves for all states is measured by using the United States Energy
Information Agency (EIA) data (U.S. Energy Information Agency 2015a). Third, the effect of a state’s oil
trade ties is measured by a social network approach, focusing on the concept of network centrality. In
network research, the centrality index indicates the level of each state’s influence on the international oil
market and each state’s ability to attract oil-importing states’ support to avoid a coup. The centrality index
captures three components of oil trade ties: the depth of a state’s oil trade ties (the total oil amount for a
state’s oil trade ties), the breadth of a state’ oil trade ties (a state’s number of oil trade partners), and the
closeness of oil trade ties (the level of a state’s oil trade proximity to all other states). Each component
specifies how oil trade ties reduce coup risk.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the first section, a brief review of the
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literature on determinants of coups d’état reveals that coup risk depends on two kinds of causes: expected
payoffs from a coup, including legitimacy of the regime and organizational interests of coup plotters, and
perceived probability of success. In the second section, I specify effects of oil on political instability, and
develop a theoretical framework to study the relationship between oil and coup risk. Effects of oil on coup
risk are decomposed into three components: the effect of oil reserves, the effect of oil revenues, and the
effect of oil trade ties. I specify how each component affects the expected payoff from a coup and
perceived probability of success. The third section examines how three components of oil affect coup risk.
In the final section, I discuss the implications of the results.

4.2 Oil and Political Stability
Prior studies have suggested four causal explanations about the effect of oil on political stability: the
rentier state effect, the repression effect, the rent-seeking effect, and the weak state effect. The former two
theories suggest that oil is likely to improve political stability of autocratic regimes, while the latter two
theories argue that oil is may weaken political stability of regimes by increasing the likelihood of civil
war onset. First, the rentier effect theory argues that regimes that do not rely on domestic extraction (i.e.,
taxes) for the bulk of their revenue are more likely to be stable autocracies (Najmabadi 1987). An oilfunded government is likely to be a distributive state rather than an extractive state because of the
exceptional size of oil revenues from state assets (Delacroix 1980). Because oil radically increases
government finances, oil-rich governments do not have to be concerned with societal interests to extract
their operating revenues. This is referred to as the “taxation effect” (Najmabadi 1987; Ross 2001). Oil
revenues also allow for more social spending in dictatorships, which lowers social grievances and
dampens latent democratizing pressures, called as the “spending effect” (Kessler 1999). However,
because world oil prices are volatile, government finances depending on oil revenues are likely to be
unstable (Ross 2013). If governments make information about oil revenues known to the public,
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therefore, political leaders’ incompetence might be discovered. However, information about oil revenues
is easily concealed because the oil industry is managed by the relationship between host governments and
foreign oil companies or by state-owned oil companies. In autocratic states, we do not see institutions that
force the government to make information about oil revenues known to the public, making it easy for
political leaders to conceal this information. In this process, political leaders can satisfy their greed. This
implies that political leaders in oil-funded governments have a strong incentive to remain autocratic,
enabling them to maintain power and hide their incompetence and greed from the public. In sum, oil
revenues are likely to increase political stability of autocratic regimes by decreasing tax rates and by
increasing social spending.
Second, the repression effect theory argues that oil revenues allow a state to invest in repressive
apparatuses that can oppress social opposition and keep political leaders in power (Ross 2001). Empirical
analysis of prior studies suggested that oil wealth is correlated with military spending, which is one of
important factors to improve repressive apparatuses (e.g. Ross 2001). In addition, because superpowers
are interested in access to oil and are less likely to intervene in domestic politics of oil-funded states, the
investment in repressive apparatuses of oil-funded states’ political leaders depends mostly on the leaders’
ability and will to repress, called as the “robustness of authoritarianism” (Bellin 2004). Therefore, oil
revenues bolster political stability of an autocratic regime by funding repressive apparatuses.
Third, a large number of studies have suggested two mechanisms, the grievance mechanism and
the greedy rebel mechanism, to explain the influence of oil on civil war onset. The grievance mechanism
argues that resource extraction may generate grievances among the local population, which provides the
fuel for rebel mobilization through forced migration (Ross 2004; Humphreys 2005). For example, logging
or mining firms may expropriate land from people, deprive them of any benefits from the land, or cause
environment damages, such as the extraction process in Ache and Papua New Guinea (Gedicks 2001;
Klare 2001). Labor migration in these processes causes insufficient job opportunities in the region, social
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disruptions, and unjust resource wealth distribution, such as in Sierra Leone, Nigeria, Niger, and Chad
(Humphreys 2005). Also, the vulnerability of economies depending on natural resource revenues to trade
shocks and wealth redistribution might generate grievances. These grievances then facilitate rebel
mobilization.
The greedy rebel mechanism argues that natural resources are financial sources that allow rebel
leaders to mobilize and organize to challenge government forces (Collier and Hoeffler 2004; Ross 2004;
Humphreys 2005). Rebel leaders raise money both by selling natural resources and selling “booty
futures” (Ross 2004; Humphreys 2005). That is, rebels in regions with natural resources more easily fund
the start-up costs of initiating a rebellion (Collier and Hoeffler 2004; Ross 2004). In addition, if natural
resources are concentrated in a particular region in a state, the local population in the region may believe
that a seceding state is viable and even prosperous (Ross 2004). This implies that natural resources
increase the economic value of capturing the state or seceding, such as in Colombia, Chad, or the
Republic of Congo (Fearon and Laitin 2003; Collier and Hoeffler 2004). In sum, these two mechanisms
suggest that oil is likely to reduce political stability by increasing the likelihood of rebel mobilization.
Fourth, some prior studies on oil and civil war onset have focused on how oil affects state
apparatuses. They have argued that oil-funded states tend to have weaker state apparatuses because they
rely less on “a socially intrusive and elaborate bureaucratic system” to raise tax revenues (the weak states
mechanism). In other words, oil revenues allow governments to rely less on state-society linkages and be
less responsive to their citizens (Beblawi and Luciani 1987). Fearon and Laitin (2003) argued that weaker
state apparatuses caused by the dependence on oil revenues provide more opportunities for rebel
mobilization. That is, although the rentier state effect theory argues that oil revenues are likely to increase
political stability by dampening social pressures, the weak state effect theory argues that oil revenues are
likely to decrease political stability because oil revenues allow political leaders to rely less on state
apparatuses and, thus, weaken the apparatuses.
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These theories have not clearly and consistently suggested the effect of oil on political stability. I
argue that the ambiguous theories have been generated because prior studies have insufficiently specified
the effect of oil on political stability. For example, because prior studies on democratization have focused
primarily on oil as financial sources of oil-funded states’ governments and on how the use of oil revenues
affect political stability. However, because prior studies on civil war onset have focused more on the
effect of oil extraction processes or potential oil revenues, which both the government and rebels can
access, on political stability, they have argued that oil is likely to reduce political stability. In addition,
resource revenues are generally generated by international or transnational trade (de Soysa 2002;
Gleditsch 2002a, 2007). This implies that political instability problems in an oil-exporting state can affect
its oil trade partners, and, thus, oil trade ties can affect its political stability by encouraging its oil trade
partners to intervene in domestic politics of the exporter. Therefore, in order to more accurately analyze
the relationship between oil and political stability, the effect of oil should be more thoroughly specified. I
classify the effect of oil on political stability into three components: the effect of oil revenues, the effect
of oil reserves, and the effect of oil trade ties. In the next part, I review two conditions of coup risk.

4.3 Determinants of coup risk
The literature on the decision to attempt a coup has generally been thought of in terms a rationalist
framework. Coups are costly because the consequences of a failed coup generally include prison, exile,
and death (Svolik 2009). Thus, if coup plotters are satisfied status quo or they do not believe that the
anticipated benefits from staging a successful coup are high and they have a high likelihood of success,
coups are unlikely. This implies that the decision to stage a coup depends on two conditions: the
anticipated payoff from an attempted coup (disposition to intervene) and the perceived probability of a
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coup’s success (ability to intervene) (Thyne 2010; Powell 2012).18
4.3.1 Disposition to Intervene
Factors of the expected payoffs from staging a successful coup can be classified into two kinds of factors:
actor-oriented factors, which motivate officers within the state apparatus to stage a coup attempt, and
structural factors, which make a regime more vulnerable to a coup attempt.19 First, if officers disfavor a
current regime (Decalo 1990) or their organization interests, especially militaries’ interests, are at stake
(Thompson 1973; Svolik 2009), they are likely to decide to stage a coup attempt. For example, prior
studies have argued that militaries, who are not satisfied with their organizational resources, are more
likely to stage a coup attempt while higher levels of military spending allow the polity to buy off military
opportunists and reduce coup risk (e.g., Huntington 1991; Collier and Hoeffler 2007; Besley and
Robinson 2010; Leon 2011; Powell 2012).
Second, coup plotters can decide to stage a coup attempt, when they can justify their action
(Wiking 1983). The justification generally depends on the level of a regime’s legitimacy. When the level
of a regime’s legitimacy is low, coup plotters can obtain better and more stable results from a coup’s
success and can remove the possibility that civil society or other coup plotters try to oust the new leader
(Wiking 1983). Legitimacy is generally affected by discontent with the regime, economic performance,
and international pressures. If governments fail to deliver on the expectations of their citizens due to
insufficient political institutions, overt grievances of the public from the failure can be revealed by
popular protests or revolution and the protests or revolution can be a signal to coup plotters that the public
will be less likely to resist (or may even support) their coup attempt (Belkin and Schofer 2003; Acemoglu
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Svolik (2009) also indirectly used the rationalist framework to analyze coup risk in authoritarian regimes with
two concepts: the ex ante credibility of the coup threat and the ex post credibility of the coup threat.
19
This classification is similar with Belkin and Schofer’s (2003) classification of coup causes. However, because
they did not use the rationalist framework toward coup risk and did not classify determinants of a coup attempt into
disposition to intervene and ability to intervene, I use new terms to more clearly classify factors of disposition to
intervene.
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and Robinson 2006; Wig and Rød 2012). In addition, because poverty and economic decline can generate
social grievances that destabilize the society, they encourage coup plotters to predict large improvement in
the future and stage a coup attempt (Londregan and Poole 1990; Belkin and Schofer 2003). However,
higher income or economic growth generally satisfy the public and solidify a government’s legitimacy
that can inhibit coups. Finally, legitimacy might be reduced by hostile signals from international actors,
such as mobilizing troops or imposing sanctions, but might be improved by supportive signals from them,
such as alliance and trade ties or foreign aid (Thyne 2010).
4.3.2 Ability to Intervene
Political leaders, who lack necessary resources to placate potential coup plotters, often try to create
structural obstacles to increase coordination costs to the coup plotters, called “coup-proofing” and reduce
the likelihood of a coup’s success (Pilster and Böhmelt 2011). Generally, coup proof strategies include
increasing the size of the military (Powell 2012), building up counter-forces that check and balance each
other (Belkin and Schofer 2003), rotation of military officers (Pollack 2002), military specialization
(Quinlivan 1999), and membership in a unifying institution (Weeks 2008; Frantz and Ezrow 2011). Prior
studies have revealed that these coup proof strategies are likely to deter a coup attempt (Powell 2012).
In short, coup plotters stage a coup when they have enough evidence that the anticipated benefits
of an attempted coup and the likelihood of success are high. Thus, if a factor can affect the anticipated
benefits of an attempted coup and/or the likelihood of success, the factor would ultimately affect coup
risk. Prior studies have focused on the effects of oil on political instability, including regime type and civil
war onset. Because their theories have explained how oil affects public support and military abilities, oil
may affect both the anticipated benefits of an attempted coup and the likelihood of success and may
ultimately explain coup risk. The following sections specify how oil affects political instability, and
provide the theoretical framework to study the relationship between oil and coup risk.
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4.4 Oil and coup risk
In order to analyze the relationship between oil and coup risk, I decompose oil into three aspects: oil
revenues, oil reserves, and oil trade ties. Oil revenues are the realized fiscal ability of the government
generated from oil. The level of oil revenues reflects the ability of government to invest money to repress
and/or appease opposite groups. However, oil reserves are potential profits that will be realized when the
oil reserves are extracted and exported. This implies that if an actor, such as a coup plotter or a rebel
leader, has an ability to succeed in a coup attempt or win a victory in a civil war, the actor as the new
government can realize profits from oil reserves of the actor’s state. That is, it would not be certain about
the owner of oil reserves, if a state has severe political instability problems. Finally, most oil-producing
states obtain oil revenues by exporting oil to other states. However, because oil is a primary energy
sources in most states but a limited number of states can produce and export it, the break of oil trade ties
generally more damage oil-importing states’ economies than oil-exporting states’ ones. Thus, oilimporting states are willing to avoid the break of their oil trade ties, and are sensitive to their oil trade
partner’ political instability problems that can break the importers’ oil trade ties. This implies that an oilproducing state’s oil trade ties reflect the effect of oil on external actors’ decisions related with the oil
producer’s domestic politics. I specify how three aspects of oil affect expected payoffs from an attempted
coup and perceived probability of a coup’s success.
4.4.1 Oil Revenues and Coups
The literature on democratization has generally suggested two causal explanations: the rentier state effect
and the repression effect (e.g., Ross 2001; Smith 2004).20 The rentier state effect suggests that political
leaders in an oil-funded regime more freely decide to spend money because they manage the exceptional

20

Recent studies have revealed that the repression effect theory does not explain the relationship between oil
revenues and democratization. However, because the repression effect provide one possible way to explain how oil
revenues affect potential coup plotters, including militaries, I apply the repression effect theory to the relationship
between oil revenues and coup risk.
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fiscal size, but their decisions rarely suffer from social checks. Thus, oil revenues allow political leaders
to more easily show good economic performances with low tax rates and high social spending to the
public and, thus, help them to maintain the higher level of legitimacy that decrease expected payoffs from
an attempted coup. For example, in the 1970s, Venezuela enjoyed economic prosperity, including the high
level of social welfare programs and subsidies for commodities and public services, based on large oil
revenues (AP 1992). However, in the 1980s, after other oil-producing states, including Saudi Arabia,
raised their oil production (U.S. Energy Information Administration 2015b), world oil prices dropped.
Although the low oil prices substantially reduced Venezuela’s oil revenues (Haber and Menaldo 2011) and
per capital income (Gleditsch 2002b), the government of Venezuela had continued its spending on social
welfare programs and subsidies for commodities and public services at the same levels. This caused large
government deficit and widespread corruption. In order to reduce the deficit, in 1989, the International
Monetary Fund offered assistance and required fiscal reforms, and President Carlos Andrés Pérez adopted
neoliberal and austerity policies. These policies caused the high level of public discontent, and in 1992,
lieutenant colonel Hugo Chávez Frías staged a coup.
The repression effect theory argues that oil revenues allow an oil-funded regime to invest in
repressive apparatuses that can keep political leaders in power despite social opposition, including
strengthening military capabilities and increasing military size (Ross 2001; Bellin 2004). As stated above,
because political leaders more freely decide to spend oil revenues, they easily provide better pay or
resources for militaries that reduce militaries’ disposition to intervene. In addition, oil revenues help
political leaders coup-proof, including making larger militaries, building up counter-forces that check and
balance each other, and military specialization, which can reduce militaries’ ability to intervene by
causing collective action problems that potential coup plotters may face when confronting a government
with a coup.
In sum, oil revenues are likely to decrease coup plotters’ disposition to intervene and the
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perceived probability of a coup’s success in three ways: oil revenues are likely to increase the legitimacy
of a current government because oil revenues allow political leaders to maintain low tax rates and spend
more money to lower social grievances; oil revenues allow political leaders to invest more money in
repression apparatuses to dampen their disposition to stage a coup with better pay or resources; oil
revenues allow political leaders to cause collective action problems that reduce the perceived probability
of a coup’s success . This expectation yields the first hypothesis:
H1: As a state’s oil revenues increase, the likelihood of coup in the state should decrease.
4.4.2 Oil Reserves and Coups
Although oil revenues are realized wealth, oil reserves are potential wealth that a current government has
the priority over but its owner is not yet determined. This implies that potential coup plotters can access to
the potential oil wealth if they succeed in overthrowing a current government. Thus, I argue that the effect
of oil reserves is opposite to the effect of oil revenues. There are three causal explanations about how oil
reserves affect coup risk.
First, oil reserves are likely to increase the value of capturing the state (Fearon and Laitin 2003),
and, thus, encourage domestic groups to try to benefit from oil (Collier and Hoeffler 2004). Generally, the
discovery and production of oil can radically increase government finances. For example, after Nigeria
became a major oil producer in the late 1960s, the Nigerian government’s total revenues increased by
about 440 percent from 1969 to 1977 (Bevan, Collier, and Gunning 1999). Thus, a state’s oil reserves as
potential fiscal sources can promise coup plotters large economic benefits from a coup success, and can
allow the plotters to promise that they will distribute more wealth from oil reserves to the public and to
dampen the possibility that civil society or other coup plotters try to oust the new leader. This implies that
oil revenues increase the anticipated benefits from a coup’s success.
Second, oil reserves in a state may be an incentive for external actors, who seek a new or better
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opportunity to obtain benefits from the oil reserves, to engage in the state’s domestic politics in an attempt
to spur coups. For example, after Hugo Chavez won the presidential election in 1998, crude oil and
petroleum products exported to the United States (US) from Venezuela decreased although Venezuela as
the state that had the fifth largest oil reserves (about 77.69 billion barrels) could export more oil to the
US.21 In 2002, members of military and pro-business elites represented by Venezuelan Federation of
Chambers of Commerce (Fedecámaras) president Pedro Carmona staged a coup to oust President Hugo
Chavez. After Chavez was restored by a combination of military loyalties and public support for his
government, he asserted that the coup attempt was orchestrated by the United States (US) government and
the release of newly declassified intelligence documents showed that the CIA and the US government
officials had advanced knowledge of an imminent plot to oust President Chavez (Forero 2004). This case
reveals that oil reserves in a state are likely to provide an incentive for third parties who do not have an oil
trade tie with the state or want to import more oil from the state to disrupt the state’s domestic politics.
This implies that oil reserves increase the perceived probability of a coup’s success by increasing the
likelihood of hostile signals or hostile intervention to governments from external actors.
Third, in contested autocratic regimes, which have a power struggle between a dictator and a
ruling coalition, oil reserves are likely to increase coup risk. A dictator in a contested autocratic regime
tries to acquire more power to reduce the relative power of ruling coalition and, ultimately, the threat of a
coup d’état that ruling coalition uses to deter the dictators’ opportunism and improve their survivability
(Svolik 2009). Oil reserves in a contested autocratic regime, as state-owned assets that can radically
increase government finances and as sources of government finances that a state more easily conceals
relevant information from the public and ruling coalition (Ross 2013), help a dictator to secretly acquire
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In 1998, the US imported 627,416 thousand barrels crude oil and petroleum products from Venezuela (U.S.
Energy Information Administration 2015c). However, the average amount of the US imports from Venezuela of
crude oil and petroleum products from 1999 to 2002 is 547,005 thousand barrels (U.S. Energy Information
Administration 2015a).
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more power and to stabilize his or her political status. Particularly, although state actors except political
leaders are likely to know significant increases in oil reserves, they rarely know small changes in reserves
(Bell and Wolford 2014). This implies that oil reserves can alter the dictator’s and the ruling coalition’s
expectations about the future distribution of power, and the ruling coalition’s expectations are based on
imperfect information about oil reserves. These characteristics of oil reserves in a contested autocratic
regime increase the likelihood of a coup attempt in two ways. First, oil reserves may make the dictator
less able to credibly promise to uphold prior agreements between the dictator and the ruling coalition,
because the reserves may create for the ruling coalition a fear that tomorrow’s deal may be substantially
worse regardless of today’s deal. This situation may create commitment problems in contested autocratic
regimes that encourage the ruling coalition to stage a coup despite high costs of a coup attempt, like
commitment problems in the civil war bargaining generated by oil discoveries (Bell and Wolford 2014).
Second, because the ruling coalition is less likely to know small changes in oil reserves than the dictator,
the ruling coalition’s expectation about the future distribution of power might be not same as the
dictator’s expectation. This imperfect information of ruling coalition might frustrate the bargaining over
the power distribution between the dictator and the ruling coalition and encourage the ruling coalition to
stage a coup (Svolik 2009). In sum, these three effects of oil reserves lead to the second hypothesis:
H2: As a state’s oil reserves increases, the likelihood of coup in the state should increase.
4.4.3 Oil Trade Ties and Coups
States are concerned about the stability of their oil trade ties. This is because although a limited number of
states can produce and export it, most states use oil as a primary energy source or a raw material for
making industrial products. This exporter-favored international oil trade market structure makes oilimporting states sensitive to political instability in oil-exporting states. For example, in 1979, the Iranian
Revolution hindered oil production and exports to other states, and drove up crude oil prices in the
international oil market. This significantly damaged the economies of numerous oil-importing states. This
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implies that the break of oil trade ties caused by political instability in an oil-exporting state may generate
high costs to oil-importing states. Thus, oil-importing states are likely to prefer stable oil trade ties with
an oil-exporting state’s current government to new oil trade ties with the new government established by a
coup’s success, and are more likely to support the current government to avoid the break of their oil trade
ties.
The effect of oil trade ties on coup risk is derived from three factors of a state’s oil trade ties:
depth, breadth, and closeness. First, the depth of a state’s oil trade ties is the total oil amount of an oilexporting state’s oil trade ties that captures costs of breaking the oil trade ties that oil-importing states
would bear. Thus, higher levels of the depth of an oil-exporting state’s oil trade ties make oil-importing
states more concerned about and more likely to intervene in a political instability problem in the oil
exporter. Second, the breadth of an oil-exporting state’s oil trade ties is the number of the oil exporter’s oil
trade partners that captures the number of states that would bear costs from breaking an oil-exporting
state’s oil trade ties. That is, the higher level of the breadth of a state’s oil trade ties makes more states
likely to intervene in a political instability problem in the oil exporter. Third, the closeness of an oilexporting state’s oil trade ties captures the level of state’s oil trade proximity to all other states. Because
there are a few oil-exporting states but many oil-importing states in the international oil trade market, oil
trade ties of an oil-exporting state can affect crude oil prices (the balance between the demand and the
supply for oil) and, thus, can affect most oil-importing states. Thus, even if some oil-importing states do
not have a direct oil trade tie with an oil-exporting state, the break of an oil-exporting state’s oil trade ties
may damage the oil-importing states. The closeness of a state’s oil trade ties emphasizes the indirect role
of the state’s oil trade ties. These three factors capture the effect of an oil-exporting state’s oil trade ties on
the international oil market and the ability of its government to attract external support. The higher level
of the combination of these three factors of a state’s oil trade ties, the more likely they are to encourage
oil-importing states to support its government to avoid the break of its oil trade ties.
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This implies that oil trade ties as signals from external actors can affect the perceived
probabilities of a coup’s success. Signals are defined as “actions or statements that potentially allow an
actor to infer something about unobservable, but salient, properties of another actor” (Gartzke 2003, 1).
Generally, signals from external actors, which indicate the continuation of the government, or supportive
signals, are likely to decrease coup plotters’ perceived probabilities of a coup’s success and, thus, coup
risk, because their coup attempt is more likely to face external resistance (Thyne 2010). This implies that
because oil trade ties encourage external support an oil-importing state’s government, oil trade ties as
supportive signals can decrease the perceived probability of staging successful coups and coup risk. This
expectation yields the third hypothesis:
H3: As the effect of a state’s oil trade ties on the international oil trade market increase, the likelihood of
coup in the state should decrease.
Furthermore, I also argue that the effect of oil reserves on coup risk interacts with the effect of
oil trade ties. As stated above, oil reserves as potential revenue sources encourage greedy third parties,
who desire to obtain benefits from the oil reserves, to send hostile signals, or support for political change,
that facilitate coup plotters’ coup attempt. However, oil reserves in an oil-exporting state with the greater
effect of oil trade ties in the international oil market are potential benefit of the exporter’s oil trade
partners. This implies that an oil-exporting state’s higher level of oil reserves can increase the likelihood
of supportive signals from its oil trade partners to protect their potential benefits from the oil reserves and
decrease the likelihood of a coup attempt. However, if an oil-exporting state exports the lower amount of
oil to fewer states, there would likely face more greedy third parties, who try to support its political
change to obtain new benefits from its oil reserves. This implies that oil reserves in an oil-exporting state
with the lower effect of oil trade ties on the international oil market are likely to increase coup risk by
decreasing coup plotter’s perceived probability of a coup’s success. For example, the democratically
elected Prime Minister of Iran Mohammad Mosaddegh was overthrown by the 1953 Iranian coup d'état
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orchestrated by the United Kingdom (the UK) and the United States. Before the Iranian coup, the
Mossadegh government tried to nationalize the assets of the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company (AIOC) and the
British Corporation (now British Petroleum) and expel their representatives from Iran. Because Iran had
large oil reserves but tried to reduce the power of the US and the UK over them, these two states feared
that they could lose their oil trade ties and, thus, intervened in the domestic politics of Iran. In sum, oil
reserves in an oil-exporting state with the lower effect of its oil trade ties on the international oil market
are more likely to attract hostile signals from greedy third parties and have higher coup risk, while oil
reserves in an oil-exporting state with the higher effect of its oil trade ties on the international oil market
are more likely to encourage supportive signals from oil-importing states and reduce coup risk. This
expectation yields the fourth hypothesis:
H4: As the effect of a state’s oil trade ties on the international oil trade market increase, the effect of oil
reserves in the state on coup risk should decrease.

4.5 Research Design
The theory provides several testable hypotheses. I predict that a coup is less likely to occur if a regime has
a high level of oil revenues (H1) or a high level of trade ties (H3). In contrast, coups should be less likely
as oil reserves increase (H2). One conditional relationship was also discussed. I expect to see that the
influence of oil reserves on coups decrease as oil trade ties increase (H4).
The unit of analysis to test of this study is country-year for all states from 1986 to 2010. This
study examines coup attempt using the coup dataset developed by Powell and Thyne (2011). They define
coups as “attempts by the military or other elites within the state apparatus to unseat the sitting head of
government using unconstitutional means” (Powell and Thyne 2011, 249-259). This measure takes the
value one in the year that a state experiences at least one coup attempt, and zero otherwise. I refer to this
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measure as Coup Attempt. This dataset accounts for 110 coup attempts from 1986 to 2010 (2.71% of all
country-years).
In order to examine the impact of oil on coup risk, I employ the logistic regression. Standard
errors are clustered by states to account for potential unobserved state-level heterogeneity. To control for
temporal dependence, I include a variable counting the number of years without a coup with the cubic
polynomial approximation (Carter and Signorino 2010). All independent variables are lagged one year to
avoid endogeneity problems.
4.5.1 Oil Revenues, Oil Reserves, and Oil Trade Ties
In this study, I hypothesize that three aspects oil affect coup risk in different ways. In order to test the
expectations, I employ three measures to capture each aspect of oil. First, in order to measure the effect of
oil revenues on coup risk, I use Oil Income per capita. The most accurate measurement of oil revenues’
effect on coup risk is fiscal reliance on oil income, which is the percentage of government revenues from
oil rents that finance a regime without taxing citizens (Haber and Menaldo 2011). However, because
autocratic oil-exporting states are likely to conceal their fiscal information, it is difficult to measure fiscal
reliance on oil income. 22 Thus, I use Oil Income/capita as an alternative measure. This variable is
estimated as the total value of crude oil production (metric tons), divided by population, multiplied by the
real world price, and expressed in 2013 dollars using the EIA international oil production data (U.S.
Energy Information Administration 2015b) and the British Petroleum (BP) world oil prices data (British
Petroleum 2014). This variable is logged and lagged one year.
Second, I measure the effect of oil reserves on coup risk as proved oil reserves of crude oil
(billion barrels) using the EIA international oil reserves data (U.S. Energy Information Administration

22

Although Haber and Menaldo (2011) estimated fiscal reliance on oil rents, their dataset covers eighteen major oil
exporters and has the retrieval and standardization problem.
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2015a). Although Bell and Wolford (2014) argued that the discovery of oil rather than oil reserves causes
political instability and civil war onset because of commitment problems, the discovery of oil may
captures the influence of internal dynamics between political leaders and ruling coalition on coup risk but
may not capture influences of third parties (or hostile signals from third parties to a government with oil
reserves) on coup risk. Thus, I use proved oil reserves of crude oil to capture both internal and external
effects of oil reserves on coup risk. I refer to this measure as Oil Reserves. This variable is logged and
lagged one year.
Third, in order to measure the effect of a state’s oil trade ties on coup risk, I employ network
analysis, specifically closeness centrality in weighted networks. In network analysis, a network consists of
a set of nodes (e.g., people, institutions, states) connected by a set of edges (e.g., friendship, alliance,
trade) (Maoz 2009). Because a state’s oil trade ties in the international oil market are affected by oil trade
ties of other states, oil trade ties are one kind of interaction among states. Thus, the international oil
market is a network comprised of states (nodes) and their oil trade relations (edges). The network is
formally represented as an n×n adjacency matrix where matrix entries xij indicate a tie between node i and
node j. Because oil export is more influential in the international oil market than oil import, oil trade ties
are directed, or xij ≠ xji. In order to combine three factors of oil trade ties (depth, breadth, and closeness), I
weight oil trade ties such that xij is a weighted oil trade tie from i to j as metric tons of oil that state i
exports to state j. The oil trade ties are estimated by numerous oil trade datasets (see Online Appendix A).
For a given year, the oil trade network is represented as adjacency matrix X, which captures the totality of
the trade network and indicates who trades oil with whom and at what levels. Based on these data, the oil
trade network consists of 167 independent states and their oil trade ties with other states. Figure 4-1 is a
sociogram of the oil trade network in 2011 that reveals the structure and flows of oil trade ties. In Figure
4-1, a node is a state, and an arrow is an oil trade tie indicating the direction of oil trade from an exporter
to an importer. If a node has many arrows, the node would be considered a major oil-importing or 98

exporting state.
Figure 4-1. The Structure of the Oil Trade Network in 2011.

Note: This figure describes the structure of the oil network. Each square indicates each state in the oil network, and
each arrow is each oil trade relation between two countries. The direction of each arrow indicates the flow of each
oil trade relation from an exporter to an importer. However, squares and arrows do not indicate geographical
characteristics.

This study focuses on actor centrality, a network property associated with power and prestige of
each node in a network (Borgatti 2005). The arguments of the previous sections suggest that a state’s oil
trade ties may be the source of supportive signals from external actors to the government, and, ultimately,
may reduce coup risk. In order to measure the effect of a state’s oil trade ties on coup risk, I employ
closeness centrality in a weighted network (Opsahl, Agneessens, and Skvoretz 2010), a combination of all
three components of a state’s oil trade ties. In order to measure each state’s weighted closeness centrality,
I calculate the sum of geodesic distances from a node to all others, defined as number of links in the
shortest path between two nodes (Borgatti 2005). For example, if we assume that all oil trade ties mean
one metric ton of oil and two states are immediately connected with each other, their geodesic distance is
one. If the geodesic distance between state a and another state b is two, state a exports (or imports) oil to
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(or from) state c, and the state c exports (or imports) oil to (or from) state b. The geodesic distance
between i and j to calculate each state’s closeness centrality in a weighted network is calculated by the
following formula (Opsahl, Agneessens, and Skvoretz 2010):

( , ) = min

1

+ ⋯+

1

(1)

where, as before, h represents intermediate nodes. In equation (1), the value of α must be determined by
theory (Kinne 2012). If α = 0, dw(i, j) is equal to the geodesic distance between i and j without weights.
That is, the geodesic distance is calculated by the presence or absence of an oil trade tie between two
states, and would miss the effect of the depth of a state’s oil trade ties. However, as the value of α
increases, stronger ties are more weighted, such that stronger ties are assumed to constitute shorter paths
(Kinne 2012). Based on equation (1), Opsahl, Agneessens, and Skvoretz (2010) define closeness
centrality in weighted networks as

( )=

(, )

( ≠ ).

(6)

Because oil trade ties in the oil trade network are directed, I use only out-closeness centrality in weighted
networks (the effect of a state’s oil export ties) to estimate an oil-exporting state’s ability to attract
supportive signals from oil-importing states to its government. To balance breadth and depth, I set α at
0.5.23 I refer to this measure as Weighted Closeness.24

23

When α > 1, the impact of additional intermediary nodes is relatively unimportant compared to the depth of ties
and paths with more intermediaries, which is inconsistent with the logic of oil trade relationships. Also, while the
depth of ties is ignored (Ccw(i) = Cc(i)) when α = 0, the breadth of ties is ignored α = 1. Because of these
characteristics of α, Kinne (2012) also set α = 0.5 to capture the degree of trade integration.
24
Weighted Closeness is calculated by “tnet” package (Opsahl 2009) in R 3.1 (R Development Core Team 2014).
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4.5.2 Control Variables
Numerous control variables are included to assure that the factors identified in Table 4-1 are isolated from
other measures that might influence coups. I begin with coup-proofing strategies. I might expect that
people in democracies are likely to address grievances through institutions or elections than extraconstitutional measures while people in established autocracies are less likely to use extra-constitutional
measures because a dictator may effectively eliminate potential coup plotters (Svolik 2009). This implies
that consolidated democracy and established autocracy should dampen coup risk. These expectations are
tested with a variable for the level of democracy, using the Polity IV data set (Marshall and Jagger 2008).
I use the Polity 2 score from the Polity IV data set, and refer to it as Polity. Because of the expectations
for the inverse U-shaped effect of the democracy level on coup risk, I use both Polity and squared Polity.
Next, Expenditures/Soldier measures the natural log of military expenditures per soldier, using the
Correlates of War capability (CINC) components data (Singer, Bremer, and Stuckey 1972). Because states
with the higher level of military expenditures per soldier are likely to have soldiers with more training,
better equipment, and better financial incentives to maintain the status quo, the higher level of military
expenditures per soldier is likely to lower the expected utility of a coup and, thus, coup risk (Powell
2012). Military Personnel measures the size of a military, the natural log of the number of soldiers in a
military, using the CINC data (Singer, Bremer, and Stuckey 1972). The bigger size of military may create
structural obstacles that create coordination challenges for militaries, and, thus, is likely to lower coup
risk. Military Regime is a dummy variable coded 1 for military or combined military-civilian regimes, and
0 for civilian regimes (Geddes, Wright and Frantz 2014). Prior studies have revealed that military regimes
are vulnerable to coups because they lack the legitimacy and popular support and they may be internally
weak compared to other regime types (e.g., Geddes 1999; Belkin and Schofer 2003; Thyne 2010).
The second set of control variables captures the expected benefits of staging a coup. Prior
studies have found that bad economic performances increase coup risk (Londregan and Poole 1990).
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Thus, I include GDP/capita, which measures the natural log of GDP per capita based on the dataset from
Gleditsch (2002b), and Economic Growth (lagged), which the percentage change in GDP per capita from
year to year. The third set of control variables is meant to isolate coups from other forms of anti-regime
activity. Instability is the sum of annual magnitude scores of civil violence, civil warfare, ethnic violence,
and ethnic war in the Major Episodes of Political Violence dataset (Marshall 1999). Finally, I include
Post-Cold War, a dummy variable that takes the value “1” if a year is in the period from 1991 and the
value “0” otherwise, because the international structure might affect external actors’ decisions to send
supportive or hostile signals to a state.

4.6 Results
I begin by examining the influence of oil revenues, oil reserves, and oil trade ties on coup risk in Table 41, including the baseline logit model of coup risk to test H1-H3 (Model 1), the logit model of coup risk to
test H4 (Model 2), and two rare-events logit models to check robustness (Models 3-4).25 All models can
be interpreted similarly with positive coefficients indicating that a coup attempt becomes more likely as
the independent variable increases. The first model tests effects of three independent variables on coup
risk. The positive and statistically significant coefficient of Oil Reserves (p<.005) and the negative and
the statistically significant coefficient of Weighted Closeness (p < .005) in Model 1 provide initial support
for the general expectations for the effect of oil on coup risk. That is, the higher level of oil reserves in an
oil-exporting state increases coup risk by encouraging greedy potential coup plotters to stage a coup
attempt or by attracting hostile signals from greedy third parties to its government. However, the increase
in Weighted Closeness reduces coup risk by increasing the likelihood of supportive signals from external

25

When I deal with very rare events, such as conflicts or coups, logit models are likely to underestimate the
likelihood of the rare events and over-represent the rare events in the dataset (King and Zeng 2001a). These two
problems can cause biases of estimators. Thus, two rare-events logit models, Models 3-4 in Table 1 can check the
robustness of results in Models 1-2 in Table 1.
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actors. Empirical results in Model 3 in Table 4-1 support the robustness of these effects on coup risk.
However, the effect of oil revenues on coup risk is not statistically significant.
Table 4-1. The Oil Trade Network Centrality and Coup Risk, 1986-2012.
Model 1
(Base Model)
Oil Income per capita
(log)
Oil Reserves (log)
Weighted Closeness
Oil Reserves (log) ×
Weighted Closeness
Polity
Polity2
Exp./Soldier (log)
Mil. Personnel (log)
Military Regime
GDP/capita (log)
Economic Growth
Instability
Post-Cold War
Constant

N
Wald chi2
NStates
Hosmer-Lemeshow chi2
ROC

-0.023
(0.081)
0.641***
(0.227)
-0.084***
(0.030)

-0.015
(0.027)
-0.015***
(0.005)
0.014
(0.057)
-0.276***
(0.086)
0.660*
(0.342)
-0.256**
(0.130)
-2.611***
(0.779)
0.131**
(0.062)
-0.033
(0.348)
1.034
(1.090)
2,828
132.6***
151
7.56
0.828

Model 2
(H4)
-0.042
(0.080)
0.690***
(0.228)
-0.052
(0.056)
-0.010
(0.016)
-0.015
(0.027)
-0.016***
(0.005)
0.013
(0.057)
-0.283***
(0.086)
0.650*
(0.346)
-0.249*
(0.131)
-2.605***
(0.785)
0.128**
(0.064)
-0.037
(0.347)
1.022
(1.088)
2,828
134.4***
151
10.64
0.829

Model 3
(Rare-events
logit)
-0.020
(0.081)
0.636***
(0.226)
-0.080***
(0.030)

-0.015
(0.026)
-0.015***
(0.005)
0.003
(0.056)
-0.273***
(0.085)
0.658*
(0.340)
-0.244*
(0.130)
-2.552***
(0.775)
0.132**
(0.062)
-0.028
(0.346)
1.020
(1.084)

Model 4
(Rare-events
logit)
-0.032
(0.079)
0.662***
(0.227)
-0.057
(0.056)
-0.006
(0.016)
-0.015
(0.026)
-0.015***
(0.005)
0.002
(0.057)
-0.278***
(0.086)
0.644*
(0.343)
-0.236*
(0.130)
-2.538***
(0.780)
0.131**
(0.064)
-0.030
(0.345)
0.987
(1.082)

2,828

2,828

151

151

*p<.10, **p<.05, ***p<.01 (two-tailed).
a
Cell entries report coefficients and cluster-corrected standard errors (in parentheses) from logistic regressions.
Years since coup not shown.
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Beyond statistical significance, I gauge the impact of the independent variables by calculating
each variable’s marginal effect on the dependent variable, using the Clarify program (King, Tomz, and
Wittenberg 2000; Tomz, Wittenberg, and King 2003). The results for these calculations are graphically
presented in Figure 4-2. Figure 4-2 displays how we should expect the likelihood of a coup attempt to
vary when each independent and control variable is allowed to vary from its 25th to 75th percentile for
continuous variables and from 0 to 1 for dichotomous variable while holding all other variables constant
(means and modes).
Figure 4-2. The Effect of Weighted Closeness on Probability of Prewar Intervention, 1986-2010:
Substantive Effects.

Oil Income/capita
Oil Reserves
Weighted Closeness
GDP/capita
Economic Growth
Polity
Polity2
Military Regime*
Post-Cold War*
Instability
Exp./Soldier (log)
Mil. Personnel (log)
-.02

-.01

0

.01

.02

Predicted Change in the Likelihood of a d'etat

Note: Values reveal first difference (FD) estimations (♦) with 90% confidence intervals (|-|). Estimations
come from Table 4-1, Model 1.
We first see that oil reserves and Weighted Closeness provide substantial leverage in our ability
to predict the likelihood of a coup attempt. A move from the 25th to 75th percentile (0-.41, ln values) in
oil reserves increases the likelihood of a coup attempt by around 59.2% (.0067-.0106). Also, a move from
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the 25th to 75th percentile (0-3.38) in Weighted Closeness decreases the likelihood of a coup attempt by
around 27.9% (.0138-.0100). These results provide strong support for H2 and H3.

0

Effects on Coup Risk
.01
.02
.03

.04

Figure 4-3. The Effect of Oil Reserves on Coup Risk conditioned on Weighted Closeness.
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Regarding the control variables, we see results that are generally consistent with previous
studies. An anocracy is more likely to experience a coup attempt than stable autocracies or consolidated
democracies. If a state’s polity score is 9, such as Jamaica, the state is around 57.5% (.0160-.0068) less
likely to experience a coup attempt than a state, whose polity score is 5, such as Ecuador. A military
regime is around 97.4% more likely to experience a coup attempt than a non-military regime. Also, states
are around 44.5% (.0138-.0076) less likely to experience a coup attempt as the military size varies its 25th
to 75th percentile (1.95-4.63, ln values). These results concur with previous work on the relationship
between coup-proofing strategies and coup risk. In addition, two variables capturing economic
performances, GDP/capita and Economic Growth, significantly affect coup risk. A move from the 25th to
75th percentile (7.49-9.47, ln values) in GDP/capita reduces coup risk by around 41.9% (.0133-.0077),
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and a move from the 25th to 75th percentile (-.02-.06) in Economic Growth reduces coup risk by around
16.3% (.0110-.0092).
In Table 4-1, Models 2 tests conditional hypotheses (H4). Brambor, Clark, and Golder (2006)
explain that interactive terms are the best way to test conditional hypotheses where the effect of one
variable depends on the value of other variables. However, because the coefficients on the interactive
terms provide restricted information, I analyze the interactive terms by plotting the marginal effect of oil
reserves versus the conditional variable, Weighted Closeness, while holding control variables constant at
their means/modes. I present the primary finding for the conditional hypothesis (H4) in Figure 4-3.
The fourth hypothesis predicts that the increase in Weighted Closeness is likely to reduce the
effect of oil reserves on coup risk. This expectation is examined in Model 2 in Table 4-1. As shown in
Figure 4-3, the effect of oil reserves on coup risk becomes increasingly smaller as Weighted Closeness
moves from its minimum to maximum values. However, this effect is only significant once the lower
confidence interval is above the horizontal zero line. Thus, we can conclude that the effect of Weighted
Closeness reduces the effect of oil reserves on coup risk only when Weighted Closeness of a state is lower
than around 26. Because the majority of oil-exporting states (around 50%) fall within the area of
significance, the empirical result supports the fourth hypothesis for the half of oil-exporting states.
Finally, I run tests for model fit. In addition to the common Wald’s chi-squared statistics, which
are significant at <.001 for all models, I include Hosmer and Lemeshow (2000) and Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) curve analyses (King and Zeng 2001b). Hosmer and Lemeshow test divides subjects
into deciles based on predicted probabilities and then compute a chi-squared test between observed and
predicted values of coup risk between each group with the null hypothesis that groups are similar. In
Table 4-1, all models’ chi-squared values of Hosmer and Lemeshow test are insignificant, indicating that
they fit the data well. The ROC curve calculates the true-positive rate against the false-positive rate for all
possible cutpoints (ranging from 0 to 1). ROC values of all models in Table 4-1 range from .828 to .829,
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indicating a fair/good model fit. These results suggest that oil should be considered to predict the
likelihood of a coup attempt.

4.7 Conclusion
This paper explores the relationship between oil and coup risk. The influences of oil on coup risk can be
classified into three groups: the effect of oil revenues, the effect of oil reserves, and the effect of oil trade
ties. I argue that each aspect of oil has different effects on coup risk. First, oil revenues are likely to
reduce coup risk. Political leaders in an oil-funded state may spend more money to dampen social
grievances and to increase the legitimacy of the current government, and may invest in the military to
make structural obstacles, such as military size and fractionalization. This implies that oil revenues reduce
expected payoffs of an attempted coup and the perceived probability of a coup’s success. Second, oil
reserves are likely to increase coup risk. Because oil reserves in a state as potential rents are likely to
increase the value of capturing the state, potential coup plotters in the state are more likely to staging a
coup and greedy third parties are likely to send hostile signals to its government to seek a new
opportunity to obtain benefits from the oil reserves. Third, oil trade ties are likely to reduce coup risk.
Because of the exporter-favored international oil trade market structure, including few exporters and
numerous importers, and the importance of oil as a primary energy source, the break of an oil trade tie
generates much higher costs to oil-importing states. Thus, if an oil-exporting state has a political
instability problem that risks a coup and a subsequent break in its oil trade ties, oil-importing states are
apt to send supportive signals to its government and intervene in the exporter to protect the government to
avoid bearing costs from the break. This possibility should decrease the anticipated payoffs of a coup
attempt and the perceived probability of a coup’s success.
The empirical results provide three implications for the effects of oil on coup risk. First, oil is an
important factor of a coup attempt. The empirical results reveal that higher oil reserves increase the
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likelihood of a coup, though this effect is dwarfed by the negative influence of a state’s oil trade ties on
coup risk. This implies that oil in a state significantly affects the decision of coup plotters to stage a coup.
However, although the empirical results reveal that oil revenues decrease the likelihood of a coup, the
effect of oil revenues are not statistically significant. This implies that the level of oil revenues does not
significantly affect the decision of a regime to spend money to dampen social grievances or to invest in
the military to reduce coup risk.
Second, the effect of oil reserves is a conditional effect. Because the higher level of the effect of
a state’s oil trade ties increases the likelihood of supportive signals from external actors, the state’s oil
trade ties are likely to make costs of coup plotters’ coup attempt higher than the value of capturing the
state and increase costs of greedy third parties intervention to benefit from the oil reserves.
Third, empirical results of this study support arguments of prior studies on coup risk. The level
of democracy and regime types are important factors of coup risk. An anocracy and a military regime
have the higher likelihood of a coup attempt because the regime types do not sufficiently have the ability
to address social grievances or repress oppositions or have the lower level of legitimacy. The bigger size
of a military as a structural obstacle to hinder collective actions in the military may reduce the likelihood
of a coup attempt. Also, prior studies have argued that economic performances are important factors of
coup risk. Empirical results of this study also support that the higher level of economic growth
significantly reduces the likelihood of a coup attempt. This implies that economic performances are
important factors of the level of legitimacy.
This research provides two implications. First, oil can affect both legal and illegal attempts that
weaken political stability. Although the oil curse literature focuses on how oil affects democratization and
civil war, this study reveals that oil also affects coup risk. This implies that oil more widely affects a
state’s political instability problems, including both legal and illegal attempts, than what prior studies
have dealt with. However, the effect of oil on political stability is more complicated. Although prior
studies have argued that oil either improve or weaken a state’s political stability, this study reveals that oil
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reserves are likely to weaken political stability while oil trade ties can improve political stability. Thus,
we should specify the effect of oil on political stability, and should consider how oil affects both domestic
and external actors. Second, this study suggests that an oil-exporting state’s oil trade ties can attract
supportive signals from oil-importing state to its government. This implies that energy policies can be
important factors of international relations. Because an oil-exporting state’s ability to attract external
support is derived from the exporter-favored structure of the international oil market and the importance
of oil as a primary energy source, an oil-importing state’s energy policy, which decrease reliance on oil,
can reduce the exporter’s leverage over the importer. For example, because oil-importing states’
renewable energy development policies may both allow the importers to avoid the exporter-favored
market structure and reduce the importance of oil as a primary energy source, they can reduce an oilexporting state’s ability to attract external support. This can shed light on the importance of each state’s
energy policies in international relations.
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5. Epilogue

Although a large literature in political science deals with the effect of oil on political instability,
these studies have primarily focused on how oil affects domestic actors’ decision making. However, this
only explains part of the story. For example, the Arab Spring revealed that if we focus only on the effect
of oil on domestic actors, we cannot explain why some oil-producing states in MENA experienced severe
political instability problems while other oil-producing states did not face them. In this project, I have
focused on how a state’s oil affects international actors’ decision making and how the international actors’
decisions affect the state’s political instability problems. I began by expanding prior studies in three ways.
First, I classified the effect of oil on political instability into three categories: the effect of oil revenues,
the effect of oil reserves, and the effect of oil trade ties. I emphasized the effect of oil trade ties that prior
studies have rarely focused on. The effect of oil trade ties is derived from two characteristics of the
international oil trade market: the value of oil as a primary energy source and the exporter-favored
structure of the international oil trade market. That is, most states need oil as a primary energy source, and
their economies can be significantly damaged if they fail to import enough oil. However, because a few
states can produce and export quality oil to other states, it is difficult to find an alternative oil trade
partner when oil importing states face the break of their oil trade ties. This implies that oil-importing
states are likely to avoid the break of oil trade ties and, thus, when an oil-exporting state makes a demand,
the importers should comply to avoid the break. Thus, oil trade ties of an oil-exporting state can be
unintentional or intentional strategic tools to reduce international pressures and attract external support for
its political stability.
Second, in order to specify and measure the effect of an oil-exporting state’s oil trade ties on
external actors, I decompose oil trade ties into three components: depth, breadth, and closeness. The depth
of an oil-exporting state’s oil trade ties is the total oil amount of a state’s oil trade ties, which captures
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costs of breaking an oil trade tie. The breadth of an oil-exporting state’ oil trade ties is its number of oil
trade partners, capturing how many states the oil exporter can reduce external pressures from or attract
external support from by using its oil trade ties as strategic tools. The closeness of oil trade ties is the
level of a state’s oil trade proximity to all other states, emphasizing the indirect role the indirect role that
oil trade ties can play. This captures the ability of an oil-exporting state to indirectly resist external
pressures or attract external support by using its leverage over the entire international oil trade market. In
order to simultaneously examine the effect of these three components on political stability, I employed
closeness centrality in weighted networks of social network analysis. The closeness centrality in weighted
networks allows us to more accurately examine the effect of a state’s oil trade ties on political stability.
Third, I analyzed the effect of oil trade ties on three political instability phenomena:
democratization, civil war onset, and coups d’état. Although prior studies on democratization or civil war
onset have argued that oil plays a significant role in the phenomena, their empirical results have not been
consistent. For example, although a large literature’s empirical results support the idea that oil is likely to
hinder democratization (e.g. Ross 2013), Dunning (2008) and Haber and Menaldo (2011) suggested that
oil does not have significant influences on democratization. Also, while Collier and Hoeffler (2006) and
Hegre (2002) showed that higher natural resource revenues are likely to cause civil war outbreak,
Elbadawi and Sambanis (2002) revealed weak or no effect of natural resource revenues. I argue that the
reason empirical results of prior studies are not consistent is that prior studies have provided an
insufficient focus on oil trade ties as an oil-exporting state’s strategic tool to resist external pressures and
attract external support. In this project, empirical results reveal that oil trade ties are important factors that
hinder democratization and attract pre-war external support. In addition, I analyzed the effect of an oilexporting state’s oil trade ties on coup risk. Prior studies have rarely focused on coups d’état, which have
been understood as another important political instability problem. This project extends the research on
the effect of oil on political instability into another political instability phenomenon by explaining how oil
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affects coup risk.
In Chapter 2, I argued that oil trade ties of autocratic oil-exporting states with democratic
importers are likely to improve the ability of the autocratic exporters to resist external democratizing
pressures. Specifically, if an autocratic state exports oil to more states or is able to more strongly affect all
states in the international oil market, it will be more likely to avoid democratization. In addition,
characteristics of oil importers may affect the ability of an autocratic exporter’s oil trade ties to resist
democratization. If an autocratic state exports oil to more democratic states or states that import oil from
more states, the ability of oil trade ties to resist external democratizing pressures is reduced. However, if
an autocratic state exports oil to states with a high reliance on oil, the ability of oil trade ties increases.
The empirical results revealed that oil trade ties of an autocratic oil exporter hinder democratization. If an
autocratic state exports oil to more states or is able to more strongly affect all states in the international oil
market, it will be more likely to avoid democratization. In addition, characteristics of oil importers may
affect the ability of an autocratic exporter’s oil trade ties to resist democratization. If an autocratic state
exports oil to more democratic states or states that import oil from more states, the ability of oil trade ties
to resist external democratizing pressures is reduced. However, if an autocratic state exports oil to states
with a high reliance on oil, the ability of oil trade ties increases.
In Chapter 3, I argued that an oil-exporting state’s oil trade ties are likely to attract external
support for its government because their oil trade partners try to avoid the break of their oil trade ties
caused by the onset of civil war. In addition, I argue that the effect of an oil-exporting state’s oil trade ties
on civil war onset depends on the existence of external support for its government side. That is, if an
external actor supports an oil-exporting state’s government, the government and rebel sides would be
certain that oil-importing states may support the government to protect their oil trade ties with the
exporter. Thus, the presence of external support for an oil-exporting state’s government allows its oil
trade tiesto reduce information problems and the likelihood of civil war. However, if there is no external
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support for an oil-exporting state’s government, its oil trade ties would cause information problems
because the government can expect external support from its oil trade partners based on perfect
information about its oil trade ties, while the rebel side is difficult to obtain information about the oil trade
ties and, thus, is able to miscalculate the likelihood of external support for the government. The
information problems may cause the bargaining failure between the government and rebels. The empirical
results provided two implications. First, oil trade ties of an oil-exporting state with a political instability
problem are likely to encourage oil-importing states to support its government to avoid the break of their
oil trade ties. However, oil trade ties of oil-exporting states do not significantly affect third parties’
support for the potential rebel group and neutral prewar intervention. Second, the effect of an oilexporting state’s oil trade ties on the likelihood of civil war onset depends on the existence of external
support for its government. If an external actor supports the government side of an oil-exporting state, its
oil trade ties do not cause information problems. However, the absence of external support for the
government side of an oil-exporting state encourage its oil trade ties to cause information problems and,
thus, increase the likelihood of civil war.
In Chapter 4, I argue that oil trade ties are likely to reduce coup risk. If an oil-exporting state has
a political instability problem that risks a coup and a subsequent break in its oil trade ties, oil-importing
states are apt to send supportive signals to its government and intervene in the exporter to protect the
government to avoid costs from the break. This possibility should decrease the anticipated payoffs of a
coup attempt and the perceived probability of a coup’s success. The empirical results revealed that an oilexporting state’s oil trade ties are likely to reduce coup risk. In order to avoid the break of oil trade ties,
oil-importing states are apt to send supportive signals to an oil-exporting state’s government and intervene
in the exporter to protect its government. This possibility should decrease the anticipated payoffs of a
coup attempt and the perceived probability of a coup’s success. In addition, the effect of an oil-producing
state’s oil reserves on coup risk is conditional on its oil trade ties. Because the higher level of the effect of
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a state’s oil trade ties increases the likelihood of supportive signals from external actors and oil-importing
states are more willing to protect their potential benefits from the exporter’s oil reserves, the exporter’s oil
trade ties are likely to make costs of coup plotters’ coup attempt higher than the value of capturing the
state and increase intervention costs of greedy third parties to benefit from the oil reserves.
The arguments and empirical findings of this projects suggest three implications for researchers
and policy makers. First, I highlight that the effect of oil on political stability phenomena is more
complicated than what prior studies have dealt with. Especially, an oil-exporting state’s oil trade ties
affects external actors’ decision making, which then affects the oil-exporter’s domestic politics. As I
stated, the importance of oil as a primary energy source and the exporter-favored structure of the
international oil market are likely to make oil-importing states sensitive to the break of their oil trade ties.
This characteristic of an oil trade tie explains how an oil-exporting state can reduce international
pressures and attract external support. Empirical results in this project support this argument, and reveal
that we should better specify the effect of oil on political phenomena, particularly its effect on
international actors. The likely reason that empirical results from prior studies are inconsistent is that they
have rarely focused on this effect. Particularly, because most states’ political stability are not perfectly
irrelevant to international pressures or support, the effect of an oil-exporting state’s oil trade ties on
international actors should be considered.
Second, this project implies that in order to analyze the effect of trade ties on political
phenomena we should consider a state’s specific trade ties rather than trade share. A state can use its trade
tie with a target as a strategic tool to make a demand, particularly when the break of the trade ties will
generate low costs that the state can bear but make high costs that the target cannot bear. In the
international oil trade market, because of the importance of oil and the exporter-favored market structure,
the break of an oil trade tie can cause high costs to an oil-importing state but not high costs to an oilexporting state. Thus, oil-exporting states can use their oil trade ties as their strategic tools. However, if a
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state exports something less important (e.g., toys or clothes) to a target, the break of the trade tie would
not cause significant costs to the target and, thus, the tie would not be the state’s strategic tool. This
implies that if we focus on a total trade between two states, we might not correctly measure the effect of
economic interdependence because costs generated by the break of a trade tie between two states are
determined not only by the tie’s trade share but also characteristics of the two states’ trade ties, including
what they trade with each other, the products’ fungibility, and its the international market structure. Thus,
in order to more correctly analyze the effect of economic interdependence, we should consider specific
trade ties between two states.
Third, this projects reveals the importance of energy policies in international relations. The
ability of an oil-exporting state to resist international pressures and attract external support is derived
from the exporter-favored structure of the international oil market and the importance of oil as a primary
energy source. This implies that energy policies of oil-importing states can reduce oil-exporting states’
strategic abilities derived from their oil trade ties in three ways. If oil-importing states use more
renewable energy and reduce their reliance on oil, the importance of oil as a primary energy source would
decrease and the break of an oil trade ties would be less likely to cause high costs that an oil-importing
state cannot bear. Thus, the use of renewable energy sources can be both environmentally and
strategically valuable. In addition, the discovery of new oil fields and the development of new oil drilling
technologies can reduce an oil-exporting state’s ability to weaken external pressures and attract external
support. For example, after the 1979 oil crisis, many oil-exporting states lost their influences in the
international oil market because North Sea and Alaskan oil flooded the market. 26 Also, after the United
States has explored shale oil and its domestic crude oil production has nearly doubled in the 2010’s, oil
prices has been dropping fast and some oil-exporting states’ political stability has been decreasingly

26

In 1975, for example, the United Kingdom (the U.K.) produced about 1.6 metric tons of crude oil. In 1982, the
U.K. produced over 103 metric tons of crude oil (GOV.UK 2014).
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weakened (Krauss 2015). These cases reveal that the discovery and exploration of new oil fields and the
development of new oil drilling technologies can change the structure of the international oil market and
oil-exporting states’ power in international relations. That is, renewable energy development policies help
not only to reduce environmental problems but also facilitate democratization in autocratic oil-exporting
states, especially states in Middle East and North Africa.
However, as stated in Chapter 2, this project has a limitation. Although main oil-importing states
open data about their oil trade ties, many oil-exporting states, particularly autocratic oil-exporting states,
try to conceal the information about their oil trade. Thus, the oil trade dataset of this study does not
perfectly cover all oil trade ties, especially oil trade ties between autocracies. In addition to this, the oil
trade dataset covers the period from 1986 to the current period. Because political instability phenomena
have always occurred, the empirical results in this project may examine the effect of an oil-exporting
state’s oil trade ties on its political instability, but may not reveal the long term trend of oil trade ties’
effect. Despite these limitations, this study provides a solid first step to better understanding of the effect
of oil on political instability.
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